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The collagen triple helix is a unique protein fold found in all domains of life where it has diverse 

roles from imparting structure and strength to tissue, to initiating an immune response. While 

many factors affecting the structure and stability of the triple helix have previously been 

elucidated, much remains unknown about collagen. Using collagen-mimetic peptides, it is 

possible to investigate the molecular structure of the triple helix, determine new pairwise 

interactions of amino acids, characterize disease models and also create designer collagens that 

will preferentially hybridize to natural collagen-rich tissue. First a selective labeling scheme is 

used to thoroughly characterize a well-folded triple helical region, and then to determine the 

degree of localized unfolding at the N- and C-termini. Though terminal fraying extends farther 

than previously shown, small sequence alterations at the N-terminus have a drastic influence on 

local stability (~15C). Next, a single register heterotrimeric mimic of the type I collagen disease 

Osteogenesis Imperfecta is used to investigate single point glycine mutations in the B chain, the 

A chain or both chains. Unlike past reports, a combination of NMR analysis and molecular 

modelling is used to generate structures of the mutated helices and visualize the underlying 

mechanisms of helix destabilization in OI. For the first time it is proven that these mutations 

cause compositional as well as structural disruptions. Additionally, while several hundred 

pairwise interactions are possible in the triple helix, to date only two interactions are well-

understood and commonly incorporated into CMP design. To expand on the library of known 

interactions, the structure and stability of helices containing serine, threonine, phospho-serine 

and phospho-threonine were investigated. Notably, when phospho-serine is paired with lysine a 

new highly stabilizing (49.5 C) axial interaction is possible. Finally, the design of a collagen type 

II targeting peptide is described, and NMR, CD and confocal microscopy are used to investigate 

the hybridization of the synthetic peptide with the natural partner strands.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 
Background. The protein collagen encompasses vast morphological and functional diversity, 

where it plays critical roles in archaea, prokaryotes and eukaryotes.1 Importantly, collagens can 

be considered the ‘vertebrate protein,’ and in animals are known to have assorted functions such 

as imparting tensile strength to tissues like bone, tendon and skin, functioning in the immune 

system, and providing integrity to the ECM.1 In mammals, collagens constitute between 25-35% 

of the total protein content by dry mass.1 

 
Because of their natural environment, it is difficult to study collagens directly. The 

majority of collagens in the body are found as fibrous amalgamations, where many triple helices 

pack together to form dense networks. Most of the 28 natural collagen sequences are too long to 

be prepared in their entirety by solid phase synthesis; for example the sequence of the most 

abundant collagen in the body, type I, is over 1000 amino acids. Collagens contain high amounts 

of post-translationally modified residues, which are used to impart stability and allow for cross-

linking of individual helices together.2,3–5 Once cross-linked many collagens are largely insoluble 

and are not amenable to chemical techniques such as NMR, DSC, ITC, CD or crystallography. 

Collagens also frequently appear in mixtures, both with other collagens, other proteins and 

biominerals, and it can be challenging to properly isolate the desired component for study in high 

purity and yield. Finally, collagenous domains are often adjacent to or interspersed with non-

collagenous motifs in proteins.6  

 
Despite their ubiquity across living organisms and vast array of functions they hold, it is 

possible to study collagens at the molecular level because of their strict sequence requirements. 

Using relatively short synthetic collagen-mimetic peptides CMPs, it is possible to circumvent the 

isolation of natural collagens and create molecules that can be more readily prepared and 

characterized. Careful design of these peptides results in self-recognizing chains that can 

assemble via weak forces to reproduce the molecular structure of natural collagen. Using well-

established solid phase synthesis, CMP sequences can be easily tailored or these peptides can be 

further conjugated to dyes,7 nanoparticles,8 and other proteins.9 CMPs are a useful model that can 

be relatively easily modified to suit a desired application, as long as collagen’s primary sequence 

requirements are met. 
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of the collagen triple helix. Glycine shown in purple, proline in red 
and hydroxyproline in orange. a) Triple helical topology maintained by a series of glycine-
mediated interchain hydrogen bonds at each helical cross section. b) Top down view down the 
helical axis showing central packing of glycine residues. c) A Pro-Hyp-Gly triplet in collagen. d) 
Structure of most common amino acids in collagen.  
 
Collagen Structure and Methods of Stabilization. In addition to its unusual tertiary structure 

(Figure 1a), the collagen motif has amino acid composition that is disparate from most proteins. 

The simplest amino acid, glycine, accounts for more than 1/3 of the total sequence content 

regardless of collagen type, location or function. As the three chains assemble together in a 

staggered manner, glycine-mediated interchain hydrogen bonds maintain the integrity of the 

folded triple helix (Figure 1a). Present at each helical cross section, the backbone N-H of glycine 

forms a hydrogen bond with an adjacent chain’s Xaa position carbonyl.10,11 The network of 

hydrogen bonds buried in the helix core ‘stitches’ together the three chains and is critical in 

collagen structure (Figure 1b). Replacement of glycine by another amino acid prevents this 

interaction, as the mutated amino acid’s side chain will point directly into the helix core. This 

causes local structural disruption, kinking or bending of the helix and is typically associated with 

a disease phenotype or helix misfolding.12–14  
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Figure 2. Puckering conformations available for imino acids. For proline R1 and R2 are 
hydrogens; for hydroxyproline R1 is a hydrogen and R2 is an alcohol.  
 

While glycine is buried in the helix core, the other positions are largely solvent exposed. 

At the primary sequence level all collagens contain the repeating (Xaa-Yaa-Gly)n triplet motif, 

where the first two positions may be any amino acids but are most often proline in Xaa and (2S, 

4R)-4-hydroxyproline in Yaa. Not genetically encoded, hydroxyproline is post-translationally 

modified by prolyl 4-hyxyloase in the endoplasmic reticulum2; while proline has been observed 

in both the Xaa and Yaa positions, hydroxyproline is seen only in the Yaa position. Similar to 

glycine, these imino acids are more common in collagens and relatively less common in other 

proteins. Together, the locked 5 membered imino moeiety of proline and hydroxyproline 

strongly preorganize the peptide backbone both enthalpically and entropically. High amounts of 

proline-type residues induce a rigid and twisted fold commonly called the polyproline II helix, in 

which single chains adopt a nearly fully extended conformation and wrap tightly about a central 

helical axis. These imino acids may occupy either an endo (down) or exo (up) puckering (Figure 

2). In the triple helix, proline preferentially adopts an endo pucker and hydroxyproline adopts an 

exo pucker. These are the most stabilizing of the amino acids in collagen, and can maintain 

helical structure even when adjacent to interruptions to or mutations in the collagen sequence. 

 
In the triple helix the stabilization of hydroxyproline arises from both solvation and 

stereoelectronic effects. In a hydroxyproline rich helix, repetitive patterns of water bridges link 

the hydroxyl group to both inter- and intrachain carbonyl oxygens (Figure 3a and 3b).15 These 

interactions allowed for a dense network of hydration reinforcing the structure of the triple helix, 

with a highly ordered structure reminiscent of clathrates. With hydroxyproline and backbone 

carbonyls acting as anchoring points, water molecules are able to “fill in” the collagen’s 

superhelical groove (Figure 3c).  
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Figure 3. Importance of hydration in the triple helix. In a) and b) the leading chain is in white, 
the middle chain in gray and the lagging in black. a) Interchain water bridges. b) Intrachain water 
bridges. c) Triple helix showing no water, the first sphere of hydration, the second sphere of 
hydration and the third sphere of hydration. c) adapted from reference 15. 
 

The Raines group has demonstrated hydroxyproline’s stabilization also arises from 

inductive effects. They used fluoro-proline as a bioisostere to investigate methods of stabilization 

of Yaa positioned residues; importantly, unlikely the hydroxyl group, fluorine is unable to 

participate in hydrogen bonding with the solvent. Replacing the hydroxyl group in (2S)-

hydroxyproline by an electronegative fluorine increases the Tm almost 10 ºC when compared to 

the base (POG)n peptide; conversely introducing a fluorine into the same site but with altered 

(2R) stereochemistry nearly abolishes any helical folding (Tm below 2 ºC).16 This results from a 

decrease of electron density at the amide which affects the cis/trans isomerization of the peptide 

bond. The electronegative substituent lowers the isomerization energy barrier, allowing the bond 

to transition more freely to the trans isomer required for helix folding.17 

 
Substitutions. Additional methods of stabilization become available when the Xaa and Yaa 

residues are amino acids. With amino acids instead of imino acids in the Xaa position, a second 

network of interchain hydrogen bonds will form. These interactions are solvent mediated and 

extend from the carbonyl C=O of glycine to the N-H of an Xaa positioned amino acid in the 

same helical cross section.10 This second network of interactions acts as an additional mode of 

stability in imino poor regions. Furthermore, and with a greater potential impact on helical 
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stability, placement of different amino acids in these sequence positions may afford interactions 

that are either stabilizing or destabilizing (discussed in more detail below). Unlike glycine, the 

Xaa and Yaa positions are more solvent exposed, force side chains to point away from the 

central helical axis, and foster interactions between either backbone, other side chain moieties, or 

the solvent. To investigate side chain interaction geometries, models were prepared to find 

possible inter- and intrachain interactions.18 While intrachain interactions between Xaa to Yaa 

are not possible in a single triplet, intrachain interactions can occur between Xaa positions in 

contiguous triplets or Yaa positions in contiguous triplets (Figure 4). Interchain interactions are 

possible between Xaa substituted residues, Yaa substituted residues, Xaa-Yaa doubly substituted 

residues and also between Yaa-Gly-Xaa doubly substituted residues. No interactions are possible 

between Xaa-Yaa-Gly-Xaa-Yaa or Yaa-Gly-Xaa-Yaa-Gly-Xaa (bold positions indicate 

examined positions), and so in imino-rich sequences substitutions to these residues are likely to 

promote extra-helical interactions. 

 

 
Figure 4. Pymol representations of potential residue interactions. Glycine shown in purple, the 
leading chain in white, the middle chain in gray and the lagging chain in black. Figure adapted 
from 18. 
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In addition to the local molecular structure, the primary sequence affects the resulting 

helix’s axial periodicity and helical twist. Sequences that are imino rich have tighter helical twist 

than imino poor regions. These more tightly wound sequences have a 7/2 helical twist: a 20 Å 

axial periodicity, with 2.3 triplets per helical turn. With more amino than imino acids, the twist 

of the superhelix becomes less tightly folded: a 10/3 helix with a 28.6 Å axial periodicity, and 3 

full triplets per helical turn. Analysis of multiple crystal structures revealed that this periodicity 

will switch predictably based upon imino acid content. Incorporation of this into future designs 

will be critical for helices that assemble together and pack into nanofibers based upon sequence. 

Interspersing amino acids (ex. patches of hydrophobic residues) with imino-rich regions will 

alter the axial pitch of the helix, and may foil the designed interface if not additionally 

considered. While the relative difference is likely to be small in a single triple helix (i.e. in 

Figure 5 three vs. four axial repeats), over greater length scales these small differences will 

compound and become more significant, likely affecting the packing of helices together. Most 

notably, in the more relaxed periodicity the amino acids on the same face would arise from a 

single peptide strand along the whole length of the helix; the tighter periodicity (Figure 5) has 

these presented amino acids in alternating chains along the helix. Hypothetically for some 

regions of collagen then, a single strand of the triple helix alone could potentially guide 

hierarchical assembly.  

 
Figure 5. Comparison of axial periodicity in the 7/2 and 10/3 triple helix models. Blue bars at 
top represent 20 Å each, and red bars below represent 28.6 Å each. The chains are colored white 
for leading, gray for middle and black for lagging. In the triple helix, amino acids corresponding 
to a 20 Å repeat are shown. The top shows the relative sequence positions for a 20 Å repeat (blue 
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circles). The bottom shows how the triple helix sequence periodicity would need to adjust to 
accommodate a 28.6 Å repeat. 
 

Unlike globular proteins, collagen’s strict design principles and unique secondary 

structure allow for relatively straightforward determination of possible pairwise interactions. In 

the collagenous (Xaa-Yaa-Gly)n repeat, Xaa and Yaa most commonly are proline and 

hydroxyproline; when paired together these two imino acids produce the most frequently 

appearing (~10%) and most stable collagen triplet repeat.18,19 In order to determine amino acid 

propensities, the Brodsky lab used a series of peptides containing the host sequences Ac-(Gly-

Pro-Hyp)3-Gly-Pro-Yaa-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Gly-CONH2 and Ac-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)3-Gly-Xaa-

Hyp-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Gly-CONH2, where either Yaa or Xaa was replaced by a single guest 

amino acid.20  From this, the stabilities of all 20 natural amino acids were determined for both the 

Xaa and Yaa positions. Following proline in the Xaa position, charged and then hydrophobic 

amino acids were the most stabilizing, followed by polar then aromatic residues (Table 1). The 

trends in the Yaa position were less clear. Again the aromatic residues were the most 

destabilizing. Hydroxyproline and arginine were seen to have comparable stabilities, and then 

there is a ~5 ºC drop to the next most stable peptides. Though Tm does not seem to immediately 

correlate with residue type, the melting temperatures cluster around 40 ºC (Ile, Gln, Ala, Val, 

Glu, Thr, Cys) and 35 ºC (Lys, His, Ser, Asp) (Table 1). 

 

 
Table 1. Amino acid propensities for the triple helix. Adapted from reference 20. 
 

Gly-Xaa-Hyp Tm Gly-Pro-Yaa Tm
Pro 47.3 Hyp 47.3
Glu 42.9 Arg 47.2
Ala 41.7 Met 42.6
Lys 41.5 Ile 41.5
Arg 40.6 Gln 41.3
Gln 40.4 Ala 40.9
Asp 40.1 Val 40.0
Leu 39.0 Glu 39.7
Val 38.9 Thr 39.7
Met 38.6 Cys 37.7
Ile 38.4 Lys 36.8
Asn 38.3 His 35.7
Ser 38.0 Ser 35.0
His 36.5 Asp 34.0
Thr 36.2 Gly 32.7
Cys 36.1 Leu 31.7
Tyr 34.3 Asn 30.3
Phe 33.5 Tyr 30.2
Gly 33.2 Phe 28.3
Trp 31.9 Trp 26.1
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Figure 6. Prediction of collagen stability from single amino acid substitutions. 
 

This series of singly substituted peptide was then used to predict the stabilities of doubly 

substituted peptides.21,22 Figure 6 shows how this may be done. To determine the Tm of the 

doubly substituted KGE peptide, for example, the destabilization away from the parent peptide is 

calculated for each single substitution: the single lysine substitution decreases helical melting 

point by 10.5 ºC, while glutamate destabilizes by 4.4 ºC. The net destabilization is found by 

adding these two values (10.5 and 4.4) and subtracting this number from the parent peptide 

melting temperature (47.3 ºC – 14.9 ºC) to give the final predicted value of 32.4 ºC. For many of 

the investigated doubly substituted peptides, the experimental melting points closely follow the 

predicted melting points. Cases in which there is a lower melting point (larger destabilization 

than predicted) suggested unfavorable pairwise interactions, which higher than predicted melting 

points point to favorable pairwise interactions. Though much work to date has focused on 

stabilizing interactions, both favorable and unfavorable interactions will be necessary for 

sophisticated and robust helix design in the future.  These orthogonal types of interactions can be 

incorporated and utilized as either positive (stabilizing) or negative (destabilizing) design 

elements. Stabilizing interactions are critical for driving equilibrium to a desired population. 

Previous studies, however, have suffered from the presence of multiple populations, where both 

the desired target state folds as well as undesired but stable competing compositions or registers. 

In some of these cases, negative design has been able to eliminate unwanted compositions. While 

little work to date has focused on destabilizing interactions, these unfavorable pairwise motifs 

will be critical for future systems to improve on specificity and eliminate competing populations, 

allowing only a single target state to fold.  

 
Despite this interest in residue stabilization, further applications of these charged 

interactions were not investigated, and no structural data was available to visualize this 

interaction. To fill these gaps, in the Hartgerink lab, much work has gone into elucidating the 
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structure and geometry of charged pairwise interactions, and then using them to drive design of 

heterotrimers, nanofibrous hydrogels and disease models. 

The molecular geometry of charged interactions was not until the NMR and crystal 

structure of KGE and KGD containing helices were solved.23 Both routes of characterization 

revealed a strong interaction between a Yaa positioned lysine and an Xaa positioned acidic 

residue in an adjacent chain three helical planes C-terminal to the positive charge. This 

interaction was termed axial, while a similar lateral interaction was found to contribute little if 

any to helical stability (Figure 7).   

 

 
Figure 7. Two possible geometries of a lysine -> acidic amino acid. a) The stabilizing interchain 
axial interaction. b) The lateral interaction which does not promote stability. Figure taken from 
24.  

 
Figure 8. All 27 permutations of composition and register possible from a ternary mixture. In 
total 3 homotrimeric compositions are possible, 6 AAB compositions and one ABC composition. 
For each of the AAB compsitions, 3 registers, or chain arrangements are possible, while 6 
registers are available in an ABC composition. Figure taken from 25.  
 
 
Composition and Register. All collagens assemble from three distinct peptide strands, and may 

be composed of identical or unique peptides (Figure 8). Homotrimers result from an assembly of 
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the three sequentially identical strands. Heterotrimers occur when two (ex. A and B) or three 

sequentially (ex. A, B and C) different peptides assemble. Additionally, the relative ordering of 

the peptides together, or register, complicates heterotrimer assembly. For example, two peptides 

A and B can assemble into both A2B and AB2 compositions. Further, each composition has the 

possibility to adopt one of three registers- i.e. for the former composition, AAB, ABA and BAA 

registers are all available. Statistically, a 1:1 mixture can produce as many as eight distinct 

population permutations, and a 1:1:1 mixture could produce up to twenty-seven different helices. 

Each of these registers and compositions has its own distinct three-dimensional surface, and will 

be recognized as unique by enzymes and macromolecules. Peptide degeneracy in homotrimers 

prevents this phenomenon. 

 

 
Figure 9. Routes used to prepare covalent heterotrimers. a) Regioselective disulfide bridges 
formed between all three strands. b) A modified procedure with a single disulfide bond between 
lagging and leading chain. a) taken from 26 and b) from 27. 
 
 Because of their accessibility, to date the vast majority of collagen research has utilized 

homotrimers.10,12 Only recently has collagen design allowed for self-assembling heterotrimers. 

Previously heterotrimers were prepared by covalent cysteine cross-linking of the three peptide 

strands (Figure 9a).26 This route calls for the regioselective placement of orthogonally protected 

cysteines, generally with two cysteines in the middle chain and ones each in the leading and 

lagging chain. The leading chain cysteine, the lagging chain cysteine and one of the middle chain 

cysteines are protected with the easily removed tert-butylthio (StBu) group, and the final middle 

chain cysteine protected by an acetamidomethyl (Acm) group. Once the first StBu group is 

removed by tributylphophine, the thiol is then activated with 2,2’-dithio-di(5-nitro)pyridine 

(Npys2) and coupled with another free thiol (Figure 9a). Finally, the Acm group is removed via 

Npys-Cl, the thiol freed and the last disulfide bridge created, forming the heterotrimer. More 
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recently this approach has been modified by Raines to include a single disulfide bridge between 

an Xaa-positioned homocysteine and an adjacent chain’s Yaa-positioned cysteine (Figure 9b).27 

In their procedure, the covalent bond is formed through a direct interstrand thiol-disulfide 

exchange. After formation of the covalent dimer, the third peptide chain was added and allowed 

to complete triple helix formation. Improving on past methods, in this study covalent linkages of 

the type Cys-Cys, Cys-Hcy (homocysteine), Hcy-Hcy and Hcy-Cys were probed; it was found 

that while Cys-Cys, Cys-Hcy and Hcy-Hcy covalent bonds decreased helical propensity, 

homocysteine-cysteine (Xaa to Yaa) linkages promoted triple helicity. 

 

 
Figure 10. Two methods for heterotrimer formation. Chain selection via a) conjugation to 
peptide domains which control triple helix assembly and b) disrupted collagen sequences. a) 
adapted from 9 and b) from 28. 
 

 Within the two decades, collagen design has improved significantly, and three strategies 

have been successfully employed by different labs to achieve self-assembling heterotrimers, 

where the strands are not tethered together by covalent bonds, and only a single register is 

present. First and most recently, crystal structures of the first heterotrimers were elucidated.9 

Using a sequence from collagen IX, Boudko and Baechinger solved the crystal structures of a 

homotrimer AAA and two different registers (BAA and ABA) of a heterotrimer (Figure 10a). 

These natural sequences were conjugated N-terminally to the non-collagenous trimerization 
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domain of collagen IX. The non-collagenous domain formed a parallel alpha helical right handed 

bundle, and had similar conformations in all three structures. By altering which of three non-

collagenous domains a particular collagen strand was conjugated to, they were able to control the 

resulting composition and register of the triple helical domain. Though there were no covalent 

crosslinks in the collagenous sequence, a cysteine bond connects the leading and lagging non-

collagenous domains. In their study, the authors suggest the non-collagenous domains control 

both composition and register for relatively short native sequences. To date this is the only 

known crystal structure containing a triple helix motif adjacent to another protein fold, and also 

the only crystal structure of a heterotrimer. 

Second, the Brodsky group has shown that disruptions to the collagen (Xaa-Yaa-Gly)n 

repeat can control chain registration (Figure 10b).28 Extensive NMR characterization of a natural 

collagen IV α1α1β1 sequence showed that, when both the A and B chains contained a triplet 

disruption, only a single AAB composition and register folded. NMR analysis of both the 

homotrimers and heterotrimers revealed that interchain hydrogen bonding contributed in a large 

part to the final target state. Neither the A or B homotrimers were able to form good interchain 

hydrogen bonds in the interruption site. The AAB heterotrimer, however, is able to form these 

contacts. Additional favorable interchain electrostatic interactions are possible around the 

interruption site, though the authors did not investigate or confirm their presence. Interestingly, 

despite the sequence disruption, the formed helix is robust and relatively rigid, suggesting that 

these motifs may help helix formation and do not represent an obstacle to folding as previously 

thought. 

Third and finally, much work done in the Hartgerink lab has proven that careful design 

utilizing well-understood pairwise interactions allows the native sequence of the peptides to 

dictate the final composition and register of the folded helix.25,29–34 Notably, unlike the two 

approaches above, these results do not stem from mimicking and studying natural sequences; 

though knowledge of amino acid propensities and stability in collagen are a necessary requisite, 

this design has previously been largely de novo.  
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Figure 11. Self-assembling routes of the Hartgerink lab to form heterotrimers. Initial studies 
relied on bulk electrostatic interactions to control a) ABC and b) AAB heterotrimer assembly. 
More recent designs utilized c) a scoring function and d) iterative de novo design. Figures 
adapted from references 31, 25, 29, 34. 

 
The design methodology of the Hartgerink lab initially relied on bulk electrostatic 

interactions to control chain selection (Figure 11a and 11b), though as knowledge of charged 

pairwise interactions (discussed more fully above) has expanded, it has become possible to 

produce more sophisticated heterotrimeric systems. The first self-assembling heterotrimer 

systems were composed of a net neutral (POG)10 peptide and two charged multiply-substituted 

peptides containing either glutamate (net negative) or arginine (net positive).31 The charge 

peptides employed were either tri-substituted (e.g. (POG)2(EOGPOG)3(POG)2 and 

(POG)2(PRGPOG)3(POG)2 ), penta-substituted ( (EOGPOG)5 and (PRGPOG)5 ) or deca-

substituted ( (EOG)10 and (PRG)10 ). Using this library, Gauba and Hartgerink were able to form 

5 AAB heterotrimers as well as a high stability ABC heterotrimer. 

The success of these highly charged systems was followed up by a comparison of AAB 

and ABC helices formed from different amino acids: glutamate vs. aspartate and arginine vs. 

lysine.32 This investigation involved only the more stable deca-substituted peptides ( (EOG)10, 

(DOG)10, (PRG)10 (PKG)10 as well as unsubstituted  (POG)10 ). In general, the lysine-containing 

AAB systems had slightly depressed Tms when compared to the arginine-containing AAB 

heterotrimers. For the ABC systems the converse was true: arginine-glutamate and arginine-

aspartate pairing produced less stable ABC heterotrimers than lysine-glutamate and lysine-

aspartate pairs, the latter of which produced an ABC helix with a Tm comparable to unsubstituted 

(POG)10. Later investigation of arginine side chain behavior suggests that local environment has 
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a very strong influence on the guanidinium group’s ability to form charged interchain 

interactions over local polar interactions.35 NMR investigation into this particular triple helix ( 

(PKG)10 (DOG)10 (POG)10 ) confirmed that lysine-aspartate salt bridges helped maintain the 

heterotrimer.30 Though this system had a mixture of compositions and registers, later systems 

were able to improve upon these initial challenges.25,29,33,34,36,37 The introduction of charged 

residues (and in some cases unpaired) into the net neutral strand was necessary to destabilize and 

thus remove the competing population of (POG)10, proving the utility of negative design in 

achieving a single composition system for both AAB and ABC heterotrimers.33,34,36 Realizing 

single register heterotrimers was a relatively more difficult, iterative process. 

Using a basic helix scoring function combined with a search algorithm, computational 

design was employed to create the first single register ABC heterotrimer (Figure 11c).25 Even 

just using the two understood axial interactions, this approach was successful in creating a high 

stability ABC heterotrimer with the desired chain arrangement. Unfortunately, this system 

suffered from two competing populations of AAB heterotrimer. In the future a more 

sophisticated scoring function, which includes more destabilizing side chain interactions, the 

effects of hydrogen bonding and possible non-canonically offset helices will be able to more 

specifically produce a desired helix. 

Somewhat in parallel Jalan was developing the first register-specific AAB triple helix. 

Instead of computation, this study relied largely on iterative de novo design (Figure 11d). 

Eventually, a careful balance of negative and positive design produced a single-register AAB 

heterotrimer, where the target population minimized the number of free unpaired charged 

residues and maximized the number of interstrand axial charge pairs (Figure 11d).29 From this 

study, important insights about charge pairs were gleaned: while lysine-aspartate charge pairs 

were more stabilizing, lysine-glutamate charge pairs were more specific and less likely to lead to 

multiple compositions. Only a mix of these charge pairs was able to achieve the designed 

population.  

 
Outlook. With the ability to successfully design heterotrimers, new areas of collagen research 

are now accessible. As most collagens exist as heterotrimers, it is now possible to generate 

synthetic models that are truer mimics. These systems will give improved insight into collagen 

diseases, the presentation of binding epitopes, immunity, as well as both host defense 
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mechanisms and the initiation of infection by bacteria and viruses. Additionally, it is now 

possible to design synthetic mimetic peptides to form fibers38, hydrogels39, hybridize with 

vertebrate tissues in vivo7 and in vitro or slow infection40. 

Though charged interactions are understood and have successfully been used in designing 

CMPs and understanding collagen, they represent a only a very small fraction of the interactions 

employed by natural collagens. In total there are several hundred potential pairwise interactions 

utilizing only natural non-modified residues. To expand on natural collagen knowledge and 

function, it will be crucial to study these interactions as well as the most common post-

translational modifications, which will allow for more sophisticated collagen design and 

applications, an exciting prospect given the breadth of the collagen superfamily. 
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Chapter 2: NMR Investigation of the Structure and Stability at the Termini of the Collagen 
Triple Helix1 
 
Chapter Abstract: The collagen triple helix consists of three supercoiled solvent-exposed 

polypeptide chains, and by dry weight it is the most abundant fold in mammalian tissues. 

Many factors affecting the structure and stability of collagen have been determined 

through the use of short synthetically prepared peptides, generally called collagen-

mimetic peptides� (CMPs). NMR investigations into the molecular structure of CMPs 

have suffered from large amounts of signal overlap and degeneracy because of collagen’s 

repetitive primary sequence, the close and symmetric packing of the three chains, 

identical peptide sequences found in homotrimers and the competing population of 

sequentially identical unfolded monomer strands. In this chapter a peptide library is 

prepared in which a single isotopic 15N-Gly label is moved sequentially along the peptide 

backbone. This approach allows for a more explicit examination of local topology than 

available in past reports. We reveal larger regions of disorder at the C-terminus than 

previously detected by crystallographic or NMR studies, and here C-terminal fraying is 

seen to extend for six amino acids in a (POG)10 sequence. Furthermore, small sequence 

changes at the N-terminus greatly influence the degree of this localized disorder and may 

be useful in the future design of CMPs to maximize collagen’s interstrand hydrogen 

bonding pattern and resultant local and global stability. Our approach and data serves as a 

reference for future CMP characterizations to determine the quality and extent of folding.  

Introduction. Because of the length and inherent insolubility of natural collagens, short 

synthetically prepared collagen-mimetic peptides (CMPs) are designed to examine 

factors affecting the stability and structure of the triple helix. In a crystallographic study 

of an imino-rich CMP the terminal regions were described to have an interruption of the 

expected interchain hydrogen bonding and a splaying of the three peptide strands away 

from the central helical axis.5 In crystallography these effects allow the terminal-most 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 This chapter adapted from Acevedo-Jake, A. M.; Jalan, A. A.; Hartgerink, J. D. 
Biomacromolecules. 2015, 16, 145−155. 
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amino acids to occupy alternate conformations,5,9 afford them higher mobility reflected 

by larger uncertainties of atomic coordinates,10 higher temperature factors,9 and 

occasionally prevents their unambiguous or complete structure determination.5,9−11 

Because crystal packing effects may interfere with or occlude collagen’s true terminal 

structure, characterization of this fraying by NMR could give a more direct examination 

of the solution structure of these regions. As frayed triple helices abut against each other 

during crystallization, this terminal splaying will be mitigated by neighboring helices as 

many of these linear rod shaped macromolecules pack closely together.  

The first full two-dimensional NMR characterization of (POG)10 showed that 80% 

of the equilibrium population is composed of well-folded (POG) triplets, while 

contributions to the remaining 20% could not be differentiated between triplets in the 

monomer state and disordered termini of the triple helix.11 Furthermore, in a study of the 

hydration of Ac-(GPO)6- NH2, the absence of characteristic helical signals for the peaks 

assigned to the N-terminal glycines in a 2D NOESY-WG spectra12 suggests terminal 

splaying of the three wrapped peptide strands away from the central helical axis.  

In NMR studies, signal overlap and degeneracy are common problems because of 

the close and symmetric packing of the peptide chains, collagen’s repetitive sequence, 

and the competing equilibrium population of trimers and monomers. Currently it is 

unclear how far the disorder at each termini extends into the helix core and if terminal 

disorder is presented similarly at both the N- and C-terminus. If significant terminal 

fraying is present in the collagen triple helix, its effect will be more pronounced in short 

CMP sequences where the terminal regions take up a larger relative sequence space. 

Additionally, frayed and disordered regions may affect the ability of the charged side 

chains to interact as designed in the terminal triplets, which may give rise to a 

heterogeneous mix of helical populations rather than a single target state. Despite the 

substantial interest in how primary sequence affects collagen stability,4,6,13 there has been 

no direct investigation into how terminal regions might influence collagen stability and 
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structure and if terminal sequence changes may modify local structure and stability.  

 

Table 1. Peptides prepared and characterized. 

Peptide Library. To clarify the extent of disorder at each termini of the triple helix, we 

prepared a series of singly labeled 15N-Gly enriched (POG)10 peptides, shown as series I 

(Table 1). By moving the isotopic label sequentially along the collagen backbone, our 

selective labeling scheme allows us to more explicitly examine localized fraying events 

and removes many of the problems of degeneracy and signal overlap encountered in 

previous studies. Acetylation of the N-terminus and amidation at the C-terminus was 

performed to remove terminal charges, minimizing known interhelical interactions,14 

destabilization caused by interstrand charge repulsion,15 and to more closely examine the 

natural fraying propensity of the sequence alone. Helical association was verified by 
1H,15N-HSQC, while 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC allowed further examination of local 

topology. A comparison of the NOEs present to the predicted contacts determined from 

crystallographic data proves or disproves helical topology and the proper folding of the 

system in the immediate vicinity of the labeled glycine. For the terminally labeled 

peptides, the absence of any key peaks indicates structural disruptions from the expected 

fold of the helix core. Additionally, for each sample, one-dimensional 1H,15N-HSQC 

scans were performed from 7−77 °C at 5 °C intervals or until the H-15N-Gly backbone 

peak was seen to fully disappear. The value reported here we call the fraying temperature 
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range, or Tfr, represents relative stability of the site during global triple helix unfolding. 

Hydrogen−deuterium exchange and 15N relaxation experiments were also performed and 

give insight into kinetic and dynamic differences along the peptide sequence.  

Finally, aromatic amino acids are often incorporated to spectroscopically 

determine peptide concentration.16,17 This addition, however, can alter the thermal 

stability and self- association time of the resulting helix.16,18 Currently it is unclear if the 

structure at the termini is changed16,18 and, if it is, how significant this effect might be. 

Two additional series containing tyrosine and tryptophan were also prepared and 

characterized to investigate these types of N-terminal sequence effects in (POG)n-type 

stretches (Table 1). While tyrosine and tryptophan are often incorporated into designed 

CMP systems, these amino acids do not appear in natural collagens. To compare the 

fraying effects of non-natural and natural aromatic amino acids a fourth series containing 

the naturally occurring histidine was also characterized.  

 

Figure 1. Helix core spectra: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC of the G5 peptide. 
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Results and Discussion. 

Helix Core Characterization. Peptide G5 from series I serves to epitomize the structure of the 

well-folded helix core. The 1H,15N-HSQC spectra at 25 °C reveals the equilibrium composition 

of (POG)10 (Figure 1a): a small downfield peak for the unfolded monomeric peptide strands and 

a larger upfield peak representing the population of folded triple helices. As has been well-

established by past characterizations,11,20 symmetry equivalence between the coiled peptide 

chains causes the three folded 15N-Gly signals to appear at the same chemical shift and overlap. 

While 1H,15N-HSQC gives information about the symmetry and local composition of (POG)n, 

more detailed information on local structure can be determined from H, N- NOESY-HSQC. 

TOCSY spectra were used to assign peaks in the 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC to spin systems and are 

available in the Supporting Information (Figures S29 and S30). From crystallography21,10,5 it is 

predicted that nine unique atom types lie at or within 5 Å of the labeled 1H-15N-Gly, as 

seen in our characterization (Figure 1b; for interatomic distances, see Table S1). Similar 

to past reports, the observation here of all these peaks by 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC for the 

G5 peptide (Figure 1b) confirms the expected triple helical topology of the labeled site in 

the helix core and also serves as a reference to the more disorganized regions of the helix 

described below. 
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Figure 2. Hydrogens predicted to be within the NOE distance of a 15N-glycine label in 
the helix core. a-d) The black chain represents a single labeled site that is hydrogen 
bonded to the cyan chain: a) shows all glycine α and hydroxyproline α hydrogen atoms; 
yellow indicates interchain atoms and red intrachain atoms; b) shows all hydroxyproline 
and proline β hydrogen atoms; yellow indicates interchain atoms and red intrachain 
atoms; c) shows interchain glycine NH hydrogen atoms in yellow; d) shows proline δ 
hydrogens only; red represents correlations to ProCδHh, and yellow to ProCδHl. PDB 
1CAG. 

As expected because of their proximity to the labeled 15N-Gly (Figure 2a), the 

HypCαH and two GlyCαHs are clearly visible (Figure 1b). Because of the close packing 

of the three chains, in both cases these peaks may arise from both inter- and intrachain 

correlations. HypCβHh and HypCβHl are visible and represent only intrachain NOEs of 

the residue preceding the 15N-Gly (Figure 2b). Another β hydrogen, ProCβHh, appears in 

this region and is the only correlation that unambiguously represents an interchain NOE 

(Figure 2b). Interchain correlations from neighboring glycine NHs also appear (Figure 

2c). Because of collagen’s high symmetry and degeneracy, these peaks overlap with the 

chemical shift of the probing H-15N-Gly in the helix core (Figure 1b). Finally, the proline 

δ hydrogens are seen and are particularly diagnostic of helicity for two reasons: first, 
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studies of (GPO)n and (PPG)n at high and low temperatures have shown the endo 

puckering of the proline ring in the Xaa position causes the two δ hydrogens to become 

nondegenerate- the ProCδHh peak arises specifically because of a down puckered ring 

conformation and confirms trimer folding.22,23 Second, in continuous (POG)n regions, 

each of the three closely packed chains makes a single contribution to this peak (Figure 

2d). Together with the ProCδHl peak, the ProCδHh peaks give information on four 

spatially distinct proline residues (Figure 2d). The presence of all these peaks reveals a 

well-folded triple helical environment, while the absence of any of these key signals 

suggests a more disordered structure.  

 

Table 2. Characterization of the labeled peptides from Series I. 

For each labeled peptide, hydrogen−deuterium exchange and 15N relaxation 

measurements were also performed. For G5 the deuterium exchange experiments yield a 

Kex of 9.7 × 10−6 s−1 and the unitless protection factor of 9.4 × 104 (Table 2). This value 

indicates the interchain hydrogen bonding network is highly solvent shielded at this site, 

and are similar to what has been reported previously for CMPs.20 This value is 
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comparable to the low Kex values reported for well-folded β-sheets.24 Finally, relaxation 

experiments carried out at 25 °C yield R1 and R2 values of 2.24 and 8.13 s−1 for the trimer 

and 1.85 and 2.47 s−1 for the monomer labeled at this site (Table 2). From our data, there 

is a clear dependence of R2 upon the relative folding of the site, and this value can be 

used to distinguish a folded peptide from a monomeric peptide even in the more 

disorganized region of the triple helix described later. Trends in R1 exist, but are less 

pronounced. From our relaxation data it is possible to distinguish between trimer and 

monomer peaks by comparison of the R2/R1 value. For the unfolded monomer this ratio is 

2.00 or smaller, while the folded trimer peaks show values above 2.00. This ratio can be 

used to differentiate monomer from helical peaks, even if the helical peak is in a 

relatively disorganized portion of the triple helix. As expected, this sequence position is 

well-folded, characterized by high symmetry, and confirms the expected close-packed 

triple helical topology.  

The values determined and correlations observed for the most interior-labeled G5 

sample are used as a metric for the more disorganized regions of the helix. Our data 

indicates that this well-folded symmetric region extends only from the G3 to the G8 

positions along the peptide backbone in our labeled peptides. The sequence positions G3 

to G8 are highly homologous with nearly identical 1H,15N-HSQC and 1H,15N- NOESY-

HSQC, as well as similar Tfr and R values. Outside this region the termini fray away from 

collagen’s characteristic topology, and these triplets show significantly different Tfr and R 

values. The one amino acid staggering of the three peptide chains results in missing 

hydrogen bonding partners at both the N- and the C-terminus, and this effect contributes 

to a sequence-dependent local unfolding and instability that can be observed by NMR 

and is described below.  
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Figure 3. Spectra for the G10 peptide: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC of the 
G10 (red) and G5 (black) peptide. 

C-Terminal Fraying. At the most C-terminally labeled triplet, G10, the lagging chain 

glycine lacks a hydrogen bonding partner. The stagger of the collagen chains places each 

label in a unique environment and, at the C-terminus, interrupts the hydrogen bonding 

pattern for the terminal glycine in the lagging chain. In the 1H,15N-HSQC, the monomer 

correlation is again present, as well as three helical peaks of almost 1:1:1 intensity and a 

smaller peak which was unassigned (Figure 3a). These chemical shifts fall closer to the 

region typically associated with unfolded monomer, and suggest a more disordered 

environment than the helix core. Comparison of the G10 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC to the 

G5 spectra offers specific information about the structural disruptions at the C- terminus 

(Figure 3b). For the two peaks that appear at the same 1H chemical shift, it is not possible 

to see their correlations separately because of signal overlap, but general- izations about 

the topology at these sites may still be made. In this spectrum two distinct sets of 

GlyCαHs are present: the first pair at 3.58 and 3.47 ppm have a 1:1 ratio and are shifted 

only slightly away from the values seen for these atoms in the helix core. A second new 
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pair of GlyCαHs, also with 1:1 volume, is seen more downfield at 3.95 and 3.76 ppm. No 

GlyCαHs are visible for the third 1H,15N-HSQC peak. These chemical shift assignments 

of the G10 peptide were further confirmed with TOCSY and are available in the 

Supporting Information (Figure S31). Correlations representing hydroxyproline α and β 

hydrogens are apparent for the two 1H,15N-HSQC peaks that overlap in the 1H dimension, 

though no hydroxyproline peaks appear for the more downfield G10 peak. In the G10 
1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC spectra there are no correlations representing proline chemical 

shifts for any of the labels. The absence of the interchain ProCβHh for each of the three 

labels suggests all three strands are distant from one another and that the C- terminus may 

splay in a similar manner to the N-terminus (see below). Importantly, the ProCδHh is 

missing for all three labels, suggesting the prolines neighboring these labels do not 

occupy the endo pucker necessary for helix folding or are splayed outside of observable 

NOE distance. Additionally, as expected, the ProCδHl does not appear. This correlation 

can only come from prolines in the helical cross-section that follows the 15N- Gly label 

(Figure 2d), which is not present at the C-terminus.  

For this sample, the deuterium exchange constant of 1.3 × 10−3 s−1 is 3 orders of 

magnitude faster than the other sequence positions. This value implies that the interchain 

hydrogen bonding pattern is poor or not fully sequestered from the solvent, as in the helix 

core, and further confirms the C- terminus is quite disordered. Finally, 15N relaxation 

experiments yield R2 values of 6.71, 6.94, and 6.33 s−1. These R2 values are lower than in 

the core and reveal that this site is more conformationally mobile than the relatively rigid 

well-folded regions, again reflecting a poor hydrogen bonding pattern.  
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Figure 4. Spectra for the G9 peptide: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC of 
the G9 (red) and G5 (black) peptide. 

Moving toward the helix core, the G9 position is more ordered than the C-

terminus though still not as well-folded as the G5 sample. In the 1H,15N-HSQC two 

downfield monomer peaks are visible which may represent the cis−trans isomer- ization 

of the unfolded strand (Figure 4a, small and large peak, respectively). Three other helical 

peaks are apparent: two larger upfield peaks of 1:2 ratio and a much smaller peak. From 
1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC (Figure 4b) it is apparent that the larger peak represents an 

ordered population- all nine characteristic correlations are plainly visible, including the 

interchain ProCβHh and the ProCδHh peak that confirms endo puckering. The second 

column at 7.97 ppm, on the other hand, suggests a less well-defined conformation (Figure 

4b). This column has few correlations: the GlyCαHl,h s, the HypCαH, and the ProCδHl. 

Though it cannot be unambiguously determined in this case, it may be possible that these 

all arise from the closest intrastrand atoms only. The absence of the ProCδHh peak, the 

HypCβHl,h peaks, and ProCβHh indicates that this site has disrupted triple helical 
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topology. The lack of detectable ProCδHh correlations shows the prolines neighboring 

this label do not have the endo puckering necessary for helical folding. Similar to the G10 

sample, the lack of the interchain ProCβHh correlation suggests terminal splaying and that 

at this site one strand, likely the lagging strand, is not well-folded. For the smallest helical 

peak at 8.17 ppm, no cross-peaks are seen in the 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC, suggesting it is 

also quite disordered or that this is only a partially occupied state. Finally, Kex for this site 

was found as 9.8 × 10−6 s−1 and the protection factor as 9.9 × 104. This value is similar to 

the G5 sample and indicates that, unlike the G10 sample, the disorder present does not 

prevent the interchain hydrogen bonds from forming. The R2 values determined for this 

site are intermediate between the helix core and C-terminus, supporting the observations 

from 1H,15N- NOESY-HSQC and hydrogen−deuterium exchange that this site is only 

partially ordered. Again, at this site it is possible to distinguish the monomer from the 

trimer peaks using only 15N relaxation values. The R2/R1 ratio for the trimer peaks are 

3.48 and 2.97, while the monomer peak shows a value of 1.45. Because the R2 value for 

the monomer is much shorter than the R2 value for the trimer it is possible to differentiate 

the folded and unfolded states by the R2/R1 ratio. Nevertheless, Tfr is reduced compared to 

the more central regions.  

The absence of key peaks in the 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC of these two samples from 

series I confirms terminal unfolding and suggests there is a local unravelling at the helix 

tips. Furthermore, the rate of chemical exchange and relaxation values determined for the 

most exposed G10 sequence position suggest the interchain hydrogen bonding network is 

poor and contributes little to local stability. Altogether, however, the C- terminus shows 

structural disruptions that include alternate conformations of imino acids, splaying away 

from the central helical axis and chemical shift values more indicative of monomeric 

strands, all of which distinguish these regions as distinct from and more disordered than 

the core. Additionally, despite the loosely folded termini, it is possible to differentiate the 

trimer peaks from the monomer peaks by comparison of the relaxation values, 
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specifically R2 (Table 2).  

 

Figure 5. Spectra for the G1 peptide: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC of the G1 
(red) and G5 (black) peptide. 

N-Terminal Sequence Influences Local Structure and Stability. The most N-

terminally labeled peptide G1 from Series I again shows the downfield monomer peak, as 

well as three new peaks of 1:1:1 intensity in the 1H,15N-HSQC (Figure 5a). Like the C-

terminus, at this site, each labeled glycine lies in a unique environment because of the 

inherent inequivalence of the staggered collagen chains at the termini.12 These peaks each 

correspond to a labeled 15N-Gly in either the leading, middle, or lagging strand. The 

strands were assigned through a combination of 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC and 15N 

relaxation. In 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC, the pattern of Gly15NH to Gly15NH correlations 

can be used to unambiguously assign the middle strand (Figure 5b); only this column has 

two 15N cross-peak correlations (one lying close to the diagonal), as would be expected 

for the middle strand’s isotopic label. Because of the one amino acid stagger between the 

collagen chains, the leading chain’s N-terminal proline lacks a hydrogen bonding partner 
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that would otherwise restrict its motion and stabilize it. This instability is reflected in the 

shorter R2 value for the leading strand peak (Table 2). The lagging chain, on the other 

hand, may form a hydrogen bond and exhibits R2 values more similar to the ordered helix 

core region.  

By 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC, there are striking similarities in the glycine and 

hydroxyproline chemical shifts between the G1 to the G5 spectra, suggesting these 

residues occupy a similar conformation at both labeled sites (Figure 5b). In contrast, 

important differences for the prolines at the G1 site show the N-terminus is frayed or 

slightly unfolded. The leading 15N-Gly label appears at the most downfield column and 

lacks the ProCδHh correlations. This suggests all three of the prolines that neighbor the 

leading strand label (Figure 2d) have a disrupted topology, manifested as either an 

alternate pucker, a splaying away from the central axis, or some combination of the two. 

Additionally, the middle chain’s isotopic label lacks the ProCβHh correlation. The 

absence of this interchain signal (which should come from the lagging strand) further 

confirms disrupted topology for the N-terminal proline in the lagging chain. The amide 

exchange value 1.1 × 10−5 s−1, is very similar to the helix core and implies the fidelity of 

the hydrogen bonding pattern is similar. Despite the overall well-folded nature of the N-

terminus, Tfr is significantly lower at 57−62 °C compared to the 72−77 °C for the core 

regions. G2 also, while nearly identical to G5 in other respects, has a lowered Tfr, 

indicating the lower stability of the terminal ends despite good packing organization.  
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Figure 6. Spectra for the GG1 peptide: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC. 

In addition to characterizing the local N-terminal structure of the (POG)10 peptide, 

we examined N-terminal modifications to the sequence. In series I we also add a single 

N-terminal glycine in the GG1 peptide. This residue makes a single additional hydrogen 

bond possible between the lagging and leading chain, and its stabilizing effect is clearly 

seen in our characterizations. Although there are still three distinctly resolved peaks of 

1:1:1 intensity in the GG1 1H,15N-HSQC (Figure 6a), the values determined from the 15N 

relaxation experiments confirm this site is more ordered than in the G1 sample (Table 2). 

In the 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC two peaks appear at the same 1H chemical shift and so 

cannot reveal information about these chains separately. Despite this, the spectra still 

suggests a more well-folded N-terminus than in the (POG)10 peptide because of the clear 

presence of all nine cross-peaks expected for a triple helical environment in both columns 

(Figure 6b). Furthermore, the deuterium exchange data reveal a Kex of 1.2 × 10−5 s−1, a 

value very similar to the G2 exchange constant, and further confirms that series II is more 

ordered than series I lacking this N-terminal glycine. Finally, the monomer peak shows 
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an R2/R1 value below 2.00 (0.78), while the folded trimer peaks exhibit a value above 

2.00 (4.34, 4.12, and 4.18).  

 

Figure 7. Spectra for the YG1 peptide: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC. 

Effect of Naturally and Non-Naturally Occurring Aromatic Amino Acids. Series II 

adds YG to the N-terminus of the (POG)10 base peptide. Tyrosine is frequently used in 

CMPs to aid in accurate concentration determination, yet is known to be rarely 

incorporated in natural collagens. When tyrosine is added, our characterizations show 

larger structural disruptions and terminal splaying than those observed in series I. 

Important differences in 1H,15N-HSQC and 1H,15N-NOESY- HSQC for series II can be 

seen, and surprisingly, in comparison to series I it is the more unfolded and less stable at 

the N- terminus, despite the additional peptide length, hydrogen bonding potential, and 

possible hydrophobic packing. In the 1H,15N-HSQC for YG1, two overlapping peaks are 

seen, as well as a third upfield peak (Figure 7a). The 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC reveals the 
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disrupted structure in this sequence (Figure 7b): the only correlations apparent for the 

overlapping peaks represent HypCαH, GlyCαHl,hs, and HypCβHl. These correlations 

could each appear specifically from intrachain residues of the atoms most closely 

neighboring the isotopic label. The interchain ProCβHh signal is not observed for any of 

the three chains, indicating all three strands are distant from one another. Furthermore, 

the ProCδHh correlation is absent, suggesting prolines neighboring the labeled amino 

acids are not in the endo puckering necessary for helix folding. From the 1H,15N- 

NOESY-HSQC it is clear that, despite the possibility of the stabilizing hydrogen bond 

between the lagging and the leading chain, the presence of tyrosine prevents this 

interaction from occurring and series II displays a highly disordered local sequence. For 

each strand, no unambiguous interstrand correlations are observed. The structural 

disruptions we observe for this third series hint at why tyrosine may be incorporated 

infrequently in natural collagens- its presence clearly prevents proper helical topology 

and causes a large localized destabilization. For the monomer and trimer, the 15N 

relaxation ratio still categorizes the monomer peak (R2/R1 value of 1.30) as distinct from 

the trimer peaks (with R2/R1 values of 3.66, 3.23, and 4.42).  
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Figure 8. Spectra for the WG1 peptide: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC. 

In series III tryptophan, another amino acid often used in designed CMPs but 

rarely incorporated in natural collagens, replaces the N-terminal tyrosine. Again three 

distinct helical peaks are observed in the 1H,15N-HSQC for this labeled site (Figure 8a). 

As for series II, the 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC of WG1 shows correlations only for the 

atoms spatially closest to the labeled 15N-glycine (Figure 8b). This suggests the N- 

terminal structure is disordered in a very similar manner to the YG1 peptide (see above 

discussion). This series also displays relaxation and Tfr values similar to the YG1 peptide, 

showing its N-terminus is less ordered and stable than for the base (POG)10 peptide.  
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Figure 9.  Spectra for the HG1 peptide: a) 1H,15N-HSQC and b) 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC. 

Finally, in series IV we utilize histidine as the N-terminal aromatic amino acid. 

Unlike tyrosine and tryptophan, histidine is incorporated into natural collagen sequences 

and our characterizations reveal that, of series II−IV, this histidine- containing series is 

the most thermally stable and well-folded. Similar to YG1 and WG1, the 1H,15N-HSQC 

shows three helical peaks. The 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC, however, shows a more well-

folded local structure than for either the YG1 or WG1 peptides (Figure 9b). Two columns 

show all nine crosspeaks expected for a wel-folded triple helix. The third column reveals 

a less well-ordered strand, likely the leading strand. For this column only, the closest 

instrastrand correlations are present (Figure 9b). The Tfr determined for this peptide 

reveal this site is marginally more stable than YG1 or WG1 (Table 3). Finally, the R2 

values reveal this site is more disordered than the helix core, as well as slightly more 

ordered than either the YG1 or WG1 peptides. Altogether, this data shows that, of the 

peptides characterized in series II−IV, the histidine containing peptides have the least 
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structurally disrupted and most stable N-terminus (Figure 10).  

 

Table 3. Characterization of the labeled peptides from Series II-IV.a 

Both the N- and C-terminus show structural disruptions that include alternate 

conformations of imino acids, splaying away from the central helical axis, and chemical 

shift values more indicative of monomeric strands, all of which distinguish these regions 

as distinct from and more disordered than the core. A comparison of the NOEs observed 

for each sample in the three series is summarized in Supporting Information Tables S2 

and S3. Furthermore, our data shows it is still possible to differentiate disordered helical 

regions from well-folded regions using 15N relaxation values. Finally, in cases of 

similarities between the termini and monomer peaks in chemical shift, these relaxation 

values can distinguish between poorly folded helical regions like the termini and 

unfolded single peptide strands. This can be especially useful when examining triple 

helical peptides that do not fold as robustly as (POG)10.  
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Figure 10. Local thermal stabilities upon global helix unfolding. The series of 1D 1H,15N-
HSQC variable temperature scans for the a) G5, b) G1, and c) G10 samples. 

Conclusions. In this study a peptide library is prepared in which a single 15N- Gly 

isotopic label is moved along the (POG)10 backbone to evaluate the local structure and 

stability at each sequence position. Three series, each with a different N-terminal 

sequence, were characterized and found to have dissimilar terminal structures and 

stabilities. We have shown that in the collagen-mimetic (POG)10 sequence of series I, 

both the N- and the C-terminus have structure and characteristics that are distinct from 

the core. At both termini, two full (POG) triplets are required to ensure helical folding. 

The extent of this fraying likely could not be detected in previous X-ray and NMR 

studies because of crystal packing effects and a repetitive primary sequence, where a high 

number of symmetry equivalent positions creates signal overlap. Our unique labeling 

scheme allows us to escape many of these effects and reveals zones of intermediate 

stability, suggesting that sequence as well as relative sequence position affect local 

structure and stability. Even at the N- and C-terminus (G1 and G10 positions), 15N 

relaxation values can distinguish between poorly folded helical peptide and monomeric 
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peptide. Our data also shows that small terminal sequence changes can have a substantial 

effect on terminal structure and stability. At the N-terminus, the primary sequence 

dictates the degree of fraying observed. The addition of a single N-terminal glycine 

makes an extra interchain hydrogen bond possible between the lagging and the leading 

strand and significantly orders and stabilizes the N-terminus when compared to the other 

series. The addition of amino acids rarely found in natural collagens clearly causes 

interruption of the expected helical topology even relatively distant from the site of the 

aromatic amino acid. When a naturally occurring aromatic amino acid histidine is 

incorporated, there is a marked decrease in the degree of local unfolding. This 

information corroborates that the primary sequence can play a substantial role on both the 

magnitude of folding as well as global behaviors such as helix unfolding.  

Experimental. 

Peptide Synthesis. Peptides were prepared manually using conventional solid phase synthesis 

with Fmoc-protected amino acids. A low loading (0.37 mmol/gram) Rink amide MBHA resin 

was used as the solid phase support and deprotection performed using a 25% by volume 

piperidine solution in dimethylformamide. The coupling reagents 2-(1H-7-azabenzotriazol-1-yl)-

1,1,3,3-tetramethyl uronium hexafluorophosphate methanaminium (HATU) and 

diisopropylethyl- amine (DiEA) ensured full activation of the amino acids, and each cycle was 

performed in the ratio resin/amino acid/HATU/DiEA (1:4:4:6). For the 15N-Gly cycles, this ratio 

was adjusted to 1:2:2:3 to minimize cost. Each coupling cycle was continued until a chloranil or 

ninhydrin test verified reaction completion (generally 5−30 min). Acetylation of the N-terminal 

amine was repeated twice and achieved with DiEA and acetic anhydride (1:8.3) in 

dichloromethane. Cleavage from the solid support was done with a mixture of 1,2-ethanedithiol/ 

H2O/triisopropysilane (1:1:0.4) in 20 mL of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). After mixing for 3 h, the 

reaction mixture was drained and the TFA removed by rotary evaporation under reduced 

pressure until less than 5 mL of solution remained. The peptides were precipitated out with ice-

cold diethyl ether and centrifuged to obtain a crude pellet; this step was repeated in two washes 

to further remove TFA.  
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Peptide Purification. After drying overnight the crude peptides were dissolved in deionized 

water, and purified by reverse phase high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). A 3% 

gradient of acetonitrile to water (0.05% TFA) was used on a Varian PrepStar220 reverse phase 

HPLC to collect the main peak. Peptide masses were confirmed with electrospray ionization 

time-of-flight mass spectrometry (ESI TOF-MS; shown in Supporting Information) and 

lyophilized to give the purified peptide.  

Sample Preparation. The lyophilized powders were dissolved in autoclaved deionized water to 

prepare stock solutions. From these solutions, 1H,15N-HSQC, 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC, and 1D 
1H,15N- HSQC NMR samples were prepared by dilution to a concentration of either 1.5 mM or 3 

mM in 9:1 H2O/D2O in a 10 mM PO4 buffer. Circular dichroism (CD) samples were prepared to 

a concentration of 0.3 mM. All samples were annealed for 15 min above 80 °C, allowed to cool 

to room temperature and then equilibrated for at least 48 h at room temperature prior to data 

collection. CD studies were used to confirm trimer folding for each series before NMR data 

collection, as well as to compare the global melting temperature to the local melting 

temperatures determined by NMR. The samples for hydrogen− deuterium exchange were 

prepared in a similar manner as previously described19 and are adapted here as follows. Peptides 

were prepared from dilution to a total concentration of 1.5 mM to pDcorrect 4.2 in water (pH = 

3.8), annealed for 15 min above 80 °C and allowed to slowly cool to room temperature. A period 

of 72 h ensured the monomer-trimer populations equilibrated, and samples were then frozen and 

lyophilized. To begin exchange, the lyophilized powder was quickly dissolved in pure D2O and 

then transferred directly into an NMR tube, which was immediately inserted into the magnet to 

begin data collection (dead time of approximately 40 s).  

NMR Spectroscopy. All TOCSY, 1H,15N-HSQC, and 1H,15N- NOESY-HSQC experiments were 

performed on a Varian spectrom- eter of 600 MHz containing a cryogenic probe. The nitrogen 

carrier frequency was set at 110 ppm, while the proton carrier frequency was set to the water 

signal. All experiments were performed at 25 °C unless stated otherwise. Amide exchange 

experiments and the 1D 1H,15N- HSQC data were recorded on a 500 MHz Varian spectrometer. 

Chemical shift assignments of residues were made using TOCSY spectra. For TOSCY spectra, 

2048 × 512 complex points and 16 scans were acquired; the mixing time was 50 ms and the 
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sweep width was 12 kHz in both dimensions. The 1H,15N-HSQC were collected with 2398 × 128 

complex points for a total of 4 scans. A sweep width of 12 kHz in the proton and 610 Hz in the 

nitrogen dimension was used. A 2D version of the 3D 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC collected with 100 

ms mixing time, 16 scans, and 2400 × 256 complex points; the spectral window was 12 kHz in 

the direct dimension and 8 kHz for the indirect dimension. For the 1D 1H,15N-HSQC data, a 100 

ms acquisition time was used to collect 1398 complex points; the sweep width was 7 kHz and a 

total of 1024 scans were collected at each temperature interval. Samples were allowed to 

equilibrate for 30 min at each temperature before data collection. 15N relaxation experiments 

were performed on 3 mM samples as previously described.20 Finally, deuterium exchange 

experiments were run in a similar manner as previously reported.19 Peak volume was monitored 

with a series of 1D 1H,15N-HSQC experiments at 25 °C pH 3.8 over a minimum period of 48 h 

for each sample. An experiment time of 324 s acquired 256 scans, and the first 15 spectra were 

acquired continuously to record the more quickly exchanging protons. Spectra were then 

recorded every 10 min or until peak disappearance. For the G1 and G10 peptides, this exchange 

generally occurred faster; experiment times were reduced to 108 s (64 scans) and instead the first 

75 spectra recorded continuously. As has been done previously, the data was fit to the equation:  

I(t) = (I0 − Iinf) × e(−kex×t) + Iinf  

The theoretical value for monomer exchange (krc) was calculated to estimate the unitless 

protection factor (P = krc/kex) of each labeled site. Raw NMR data was processed either using 

mNova or NMRPipe software. A solvent filter was applied to the time domain data, and a sine-

squared weighting function was multiplied to both dimensions prior to zero filling to the next 

power of 2. Each dimension was then Fourier transformed and phase corrected for analysis.  
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Chapter 3: Single Point Glycine Mutations to Model Osteogenesis Imperfecta in 
Heterotrimers2 

Chapter Abstract. Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a disease� caused primarily by 

mutations of glycine in the standard (Xaa-Yaa-Gly)n repeat of a type I collagen triple 

helix. Type I collagen is an AAB heterotrimer which means that, depending on whether 

the A or B chain is mutated, the glycine substitution will appear once or twice. In this 

work we use designed axial charged pairs to self-assemble an AAB triple� helix with 

controlled composition and register. We then substitute a single glycine of the B chain 

with alanine, serine, valine, aspartate, or arginine and assess the impact on the� structure 

and folding of this OI mimic by CD, NMR, and restraint-guided modeling. We find that 

alanine and serine substitutions are tolerated, resulting in localized disruptions to the 

triple helix structure, while bulkier amino acids result in alternatively folded structures. 

This work demonstrates the potential of axial charged pairs to control the structure of low 

stability triple helices and also helps to elucidate the structure and folding challenges 

associated with OI-type mutations in collagen.  

Introduction. The methodology now exists to rationally create specific single composition 

and register triple helices,3−5 utilitzing axial charged pairs, which create an energetic 

benefit for chains in the correct geometry.6 Many collagens, including the most abundant 

collagen type I, are known to be heterotrimeric.7 With the advancement of heterotrimeric 

design, it is now possible create more realistic models of disease phenotypes. Particularly 

of interest is the disease Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI), which typically results from 

single point amino acid mutations in the collagen sequence. In OI, a mutation substitutes 

one of the obligate glycines for another amino acid and disrupts the folding pattern of the 

triple helix.8−10 This has significant consequences on the helical structure because these 

amino acids are larger than glycine and interrupt the canonical hydrogen bonding pattern.  

The 1CAG crystal structure was the first triple helix with an 11 OI-type mutation to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 This chapter was adapted from Acevedo-Jake, A. M.*; Clements, K. A.*; Hartgerink, J. D. 
Biomacromolecules. 2016 17, 914–921. 
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be crystallized. The 1CAG structure consists of a homotrimer of (POG)5POA(POG)4 

peptides and shows significant disruption to the hydrogen bonding pattern. For example, 

four of the expected hydrogen bonds around the mutation site are replaced with water-

mediated hydrogen bonds. This disruption also widens the diameter of the triple helix to 

4.5 Å, from a normal maximum near 3 Å. Other studies have performed NMR analysis 

on this and similar homotri- meric12−15 systems as well as studies involving type IV 

collagen.16,17 For the 1CAG peptide it was found that the crystal structure showed more 

hydrogen bonding disruption than that observed in the solution state by NMR, where the 

alanine in the leading chain participates in a hydrogen bond. Nevertheless, these 

structures clearly show the impact of glycine mutations on the triple helix.  

Our lab previously designed a heterotrimeric sequence with an AAB guest region 

of known OI mutations.18 Multiple combinations of mutations were tested in both the A 

and B chains in order to obtain mutant helices with one, two or three glycine mutations. 

That study found that each mutation introduced had a decreasing impact on the stability 

of the helix. The first mutation had the largest effect on the melting point of the helix, 

with each mutation thereafter having a smaller effect. While that study gave clear 

information about the melting point of the mutated triple helices, no information about 

the structure could be obtained because the system was not register or composition 

specific.  

 

Figure 1. Sequence of A and B peptides used. Green represents the mutation site, blue amino 
acids are positively charged and red amino acids are negatively charged. Boxed amino acids are 
15N-isotopically labeled glycines and are numbered for easy correlation to NMR data. 

Now that the methodologies exist to create robust single register, single 
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composition heterotrimeric triple helices, here we have designed a system with 

composition and register control containing a single OI-like glycine substitution. The 

overall design is based on a previously published controlled register and composition 

AAB heterotrimer,3 shown in Figure 1. This triple helix has a high melting point of 51 

°C, which allows for some of the destabilized mutated helices to fold at or above room 

temperature. Amino acids were selected to cover a wide range of naturally presented OI 

mutations including charged, branched, hydrophobic, and polar amino acids. The 

structure and composition of these systems was characterized by CD and NMR, and from 

these analyses, distance constraint- based models were generated to better visualize 

molecular level structural disruptions.  

 

 

Figure 2. 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of base and mutant systems. Blue traces show the B’ mutant 
peptide alone, and red traces show the A peptide chain alone. Black shows the 2:1 AAB’ mixture 
of the peptides. Peaks labeled M represent monomer, those labeled A represent A homotrimer 
while peaks labeled G represent the AAB’ mutant labels as labeled in Figure 1. 
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Results and Discussion. 

Base System. To reflect the composition of type I collagen, a previously designed3 AAB 

single composition and single register system was employed as the template to model 

single site OI mutations. Isotopically 15N-enriched glycine was incorporated into the B 

and A chains (Figure 1) to verify composition of the assembled heterotrimer by 1H,15N-

HSQC spectroscopy. 
 
 

As previously observed, because of a high number of unsatisfied charged residues 

the B homotrimer does not fold and we record only monomeric peptide by both CD and 

NMR. The A peptide, however, can fold into a homotrimer (three peaks of equivalent 

volume by 1H,15N-HSQC) with a melting temperature of 32 °C. The 2:1 mixture of the A 

and B peptides results exclusively in a single register and single composition AAB 

heterotrimer. This system displays a characteristic helical signal by CD spectroscopy with 

a maximum around 225 nm and a minimum at 190 nm, and has a high melting 

temperature of 51 °C. By NMR, four peaks (G1, G2, G3, and G4) of equal volume in the 
1H,15N-HSQC spectra confirm AAB composition (Figure 2). Comparison of the folded 

AAB peak volume to the monomeric peptides (M1 and M2) reveals the equilibrium 

population of base trimer is high in comparison to the mutant systems (Table 1). 

Additionally, measurement of T1 and T2 relaxation values for the isotopic labels was 

performed. In agreement with previous reports, the monomeric single peptide strands are 

characterized by a low R2/R1 ratio (around 2.00 or below), while the folded helical peaks 

show significantly higher R2/R1 ratios (Table 1). Finally, these 15N-glycine labels were 

used to probe the surrounding helical topology by 1H,15N- NOESY-HSQC. The NOEs 

determined for each label (Tables S1−S3) were used to generate a model of the base 

heterotrimer. These data characterize the base AAB single register single composition 

system and are used as a reference of comparison to the mutant systems.  
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Table 1. Summary of experimental properties of the sequences.a 

Mutant Systems. For simplicity, AAB heterotrimeric helices with a glycine substitution 

in the B chain are named after the amino acid which replaces glycine, for example, B-Ala 

or B-Ser. The A chain is identical in all cases. With the single mutation in the helix, our 

series shows increasing disorder associated with the character of amino acid (Ala > Ser > 

Val > Asp > Arg) which, with the exception of arginine, closely resembles the trend 

shown in the clinical cases8,24 and previous reports.25 The mutations are ordered using a 

combination of the melting points from CD and the composition information from NMR 

experiments. Unlike previous reports, however, we are able to report structural as well as 

compositional disruptions to the initial base system. Additionally, in the case of B-Ala 

and B-Ser, we prepared NOE guided models to visualize these localized disruptions.  
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Figure 3. First derivative of circular dichroism melting experiments demonstrating the relative 
thermal stabilities of the compared systems. For easy comparison, the component peptides AAA 
and ZBBB and their combined AAB triple helix are shown in all graphs in red. Blue, and green 
respectively. Modified peptides with substitutions away from glycine are shown in black. 

Alanine. Of all the B chain mutations investigated, only the B-Ala system displays 

perfect composition and register control, on the basis of the single transition in CD 

combined with the single triple helical population in NMR studies. The CD melting 

spectra of this sample shows a single strong cooperative transition again suggesting this 

AAB′ mutant heterotrimer is well-folded (Figure 3), because there are no other species 

present by NMR. Specifically, the 1H,15N-HSQC of the B-Ala reveals an AAB′ 

heterotrimer similar to the base, with four peaks of roughly equal ratio (G1, G2, G3, and 

G4) and high R2/R1 ratios (Figure 2 and Table 1). Comparison of equilibrium peak 

volumes of the folded versus unfolded peptides reveals the B-Ala AAB′ population is 

only slightly lower than the base system (base is 0.33:0.67 monomer to trimer vs 

0.44:0.56 in B-Ala), suggesting the energetic penalty of this mutation is quite mild. High 

relaxation values for the B- Ala mutant reveals that the labeled 15N-glycines surrounding 
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the mutation site are folded and well-ordered (Table 1). Because these values are more 

characteristic of organized helical rather than unfolded monomeric peptide, the structural 

disruptions to the helical topology must be quite localized. This differs from some 

previous reports employing homo- trimers, which report that the triple helix is not able to 

renucleate past the mutation site and the terminal regions remain unfolded.26 Finally, 

because each of the labeled residues in the AAB′ mutant lie at unique 1H ppm values, it 

was possible to determine NOE correlations to surrounding protons for each isotopic 

label. These correlations (Table S1) were used to generate a model of the topology 

surrounding each of these amino acids to better visualize this comparison (described 

below).  

Serine. The incorporation of a serine mutation into our sequence still allows triple helical 

folding, though we observe additional compositional disruptions. For the B-Ser system 

the AAA homotrimer and the AAB′ heterotrimer are both observed by NMR to fold, but 

the AAA population is low when compared to the equilibrium population of mutant 

heterotrimer and monomer (0.02:0.37:0.61; homotrimer/heterotrimer/ monomer). 

Overall, this results in less A chain available for heterotrimer folding, and reduces the 

total amount of folded AAB′ helix present. In addition, the equilibrium ratio between 

folded and unfolded peptides is relatively lower than for the AAB base (Table 1). 

Relaxation values, as for the B-Ala mutation, confirm both that the triple helix 

renucleates on both sides of the mutation and that these regions are well-ordered.  

The remaining mutants, Val, Asp, and Arg show more significant compositional 

disruptions with larger relative amounts of homotrimer. Additionally, dynamic values of 

the mutant heterotrimers suggest more significant structural disruptions and decreased 

helical organization. In these cases, the system accommodated the mutation by 

minimizing the amount of folded mutant AAB′ helix, shifting the equilibrium toward the 

AAA homotrimer. For these systems, signal overlap prevented unambiguous assignment 

of neighboring NOEs and helical register.  
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Valine. The valine mutation results in folding of the intended mutant heterotrimer in 

addition to a significant population of the A homotrimer. The CD melting profile shows a 

broader transition representing this mixed population (Figure 3). By NMR, the four 
1H,15N-HSQC peaks for the mutant have equal volumes and represent the AAB′ 

composition. Similar to the B-Ala and B-Ser systems, the relaxation values confirm that 

the helix refolds around the mutation site. Three of these peaks, G1, G2, and G3, have 

high R2/R1 ratios comparable to the base and must be well-ordered. The fourth peak, G4, 

has a lower R2/R1 ratio; though we still classify it as helical, this site is somewhat less 

organized than the others. This suggests that, in the case of valine mutants, the structural 

disruptions are less localized and propagate further along the helical backbone. The triple 

helix−monomer equilibrium is comparable to the B-Ser system (Table 2) and slightly less 

favorable than for the base population. Unlike B-Ser, however, the B-Val AAB′ helix and 

the base AAA homotrimer populations are present in equal amounts (Table 1). 

Unfortunately for the B-Val system, signal overlap in the 1H dimension prevented 

unambiguous NOE assignments to be made, and therefore, a model was not generated.  

 

Table 2. Comparison of lost and gained interactions.a  

 

Aspartate. With the B-Asp mutation, the total equilibrium population of folded helices 

(homotrimers and heterotrimers) is low in comparison to the B-Ala, B-Ser, and B-Val 
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systems (Table 1). Because the population of heterotrimers is so low, by CD only, the 

strong AAA homotrimer transition is observed.  

However, by 1H,15N-HSQC, it is possible to clearly distinguish both the B-Asp 

heterotrimer and the AAA base homotrimer. For this B-Asp system, however, the 

homotrimer peak volume is 4× greater than B-Asp helix peak volume, corroborating the 

phenotypic severity reported from previous studies associated with aspartate mutations.25 

The four AAB′ 1H,15N-HSQC peaks, G1, G2, G3, and G4, show equal volumes; for three 

of these peaks, G1, G2, and G4, the R2/R1 values classify them as ordered triple helix. 

The fourth heterotrimer peak, G3, has a lower R2/R1 value and is not well-ordered. This 

relaxation data reveals that, like the valine mutant, the helical backbone surrounding the 

aspartate mutation is less well-organized than the B-Ala and B-Ser systems.  

Arginine. Previous studies of OI mutations have shown that charged and branched amino 

acid mutations result in the harshest patient phenotypes and largest disruptions to the 

helical structure.8,9,25 Consistent with these reports, characterization of the B-Arg system 

shows the most perturbed composition of all the prepared mutants. The AAA base 

homotrimer, in addition to the monomers for both the A and B′ chains are apparent in 

NMR (Figure 2). For this system, there were no definitively assignable populations of 

AAB′ heterotrimer. The presence of the new and large monomeric peak, M4, suggests a 

partially folded intermediate. The considerable steric and conformational consequences 

of incorporating arginine into the B chain apparently prevents heterotrimer formation, 

and instead, the equilibrium favors the monomer state and AAA homotrimer.  
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Figure 4. a) Ramachandran plot of B-Ala helix compared to base. b) Chart of interactions lost 
and gained in B-Ala model. R1 represents lysine side chain, R2 represents glutamate side chain, 
and R3 represents aspartate side chain. Blue interactions are expected backbone hydrogen bonds 
that formed, green are expected axial charge pairs that are formed, red are broken hydrogen 
bonds or charge pairs, and purple are new compensating interactions. c) Generated model of B-
Ala. Alanine is shown in yellow. 

Structural Disruptions Around Mutation Site. Both the alanine and serine mutant 

systems displayed well-folded AAB′ heterotrimeric populations, where the register and 

composition was clear and unambiguous. Because each of the labeled residues for both 

mutants lay at unique 1H ppm values, it was possible to determine NOE correlations of 

neighboring protons for each isotopic label (Tables S1−S3). From these 1H,15N- NOESY-

HSQC spectra restraints were generated and used to guide modeling by Rosetta 

(coordinate files available in the Supporting Information).  

In these models it is apparent that B-Ala compensates for the mutation by a 

moderate loosening of triple helical topology (Figure 4 overlay with base structure in 

Figure S9). The helix has a small area of relaxed folding immediately surrounding the 

mutation site to accommodate the additional methyl group. This results in significant 

splaying away from the central triple helical axis, which peaks at the mutation site 

(Figure 6). Alterations to the dihedral angles of the peptides prevent three axial charge 
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pairs from forming adjacent to the mutation site, but also enable the helix to quickly 

renucleate and keep the disorder localized. In addition to the unsatisfied charge pairs, five 

interchain hydrogen bonds are lost. To offset these lost interactions, the model suggests 

that eight new hydrogen bonds form (Table 2). Three involve hydroxyproline side chains, 

two involve charged side chains, and the last two are between backbone atoms. Despite 

the compensating interactions, the mutant structure is less stable as indicated by CD and 

less well- ordered as indicated by loss of key NOE correlations, and the decrease in 15N-

relaxation values.  

 

Figure 5. a) Ramachandran plot of B-Ser helix compared to base. b) Chart of interactions lost 
and gained in B-Ser model. R1 represents lysine side chain, R2 represents glutamate side chain, 
and R3 represents aspartate side chain. Blue interactions are expected backbone hydrogen bonds 
that formed, green are expected axial charge pairs that are formed, red are broken hydrogen 
bonds or charge pairs, and purple are compensating interactions that formed; * denotes an 
interaction far from labeling site that is most likely a product of terminal effects, not the 
mutation. c) Model of B-Ser. Alanine is shown in yellow. 

In spite of being a larger amino acid, B-Ser has fewer interruptions to the 

backbone hydrogen-bonding network than the alanine mutation, though the dihedral 

angles of residues surrounding the mutation site deviate to a greater extent than the B-Ala 
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model (Figure 5 overlay with base shown in Figure S8). These altered angles allow the 

triple helix to compensate for the disruption, and reduce the local unfolding. This 

difference from the B-Ala model could in part be attributed to the polar nature of the 

serine side chain, which could allow for polar interaction with the backbone of other 

chains, or other amino acid side chains. These interactions are seen in a homotrimeric 

system12 and theoretical models.27,28 The polar group on the mutated amino acid enables 

the side chain to remain alongside the helix rather than away and allows most normal 

backbone hydrogen bonds to form. Specifically, the B- Ser triple helix loses four 

backbone hydrogen bonds, and four stabilizing axial charge pairs (Table 2). To 

counterbalance these lost interactions, the model suggests six additional noncanonical 

hydrogen bonds may form (Figure 5). These new hydrogen bonds are all interchain and 

present in two distinct types: hydroxyproline OH mediated hydrogen bonds (four) and 

new backbone hydrogen bonds (two). However, the additional serine polar side chain 

interactions allow the helix to fold into a closer approximation of the base helix where the 

radius only deviates to 3.7 Å instead of almost 5 Å as in the B-Ala case (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6. Triple helical radius of the mutated, base, and 1CAG helices. 

Comparison to Other OI Models. When compared to prior studies of OI-type 
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mutations, our results suggest these disruptions have limited additive effect. Though prior 

homotrimeric systems include three mutant strands rather than a single mutant chain, they 

do not observe significantly increased destabilization due to the triple mutation.11 Similar 

to prior reports we observe the relative impact of the amino acids range from the smallest 

amino acids alanine and serine, which are seen to disrupt the triple helix the least, 

followed by the larger branched or charged amino acids valine, asparate, and arginine, 

which more dramatically disrupt folding. However, the degree of structural disruption per 

mutations was quite different between this study and the previous literature where here 

we observe similar disruption for a single substitution as compared to triple-substituted 

homotrimers. For example, in published homotrimeric cases there are similar disruptions 

to the hydrogen-bonding pattern when compared to this study with only one mutated 

amino acid.11 This further suggests that the disruption of these OI- type mutations is not 

an additive effect.  

Additionally, our charge-rich heterotrimer allows our systems to fully renucleate 

past the mutation site, allowing visualization of how natural systems may accommodate 

these local disruptions. Furthermore, homotrimeric models will not be able to account for 

all factors influencing OI phenotypes like heterotrimeric mimics, including the 

presentation of mutants in collagen-binding motifs and the influence of neighboring 

amino acids from both chains.  

OI mutations follow a clear pattern based upon the size, charge, and 

hydrophobicity of the substituted residue. These patterns are replicated in our 

experiments. The models created here are the first collagen mimetic peptides that fold 

into the correct composition with an OI-type mutation. Each mutation has a different way 

of compensating for the steric effects of the substitution. B-Ala flips the side chain of 

alanine out of the helix; B-Ser compensates by having a few amino acids with extreme 

dihedral angles to maintain the hydrogen bonds. From our experiments, all the mutations 

have an asymmetric effect on the folding of the triple helix, with the greatest disruption 
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on the N-terminal side of the Gly substitution. While these systems compensate with 

structural disruptions, B-Val, B-Asp, and B- Arg compensate by not forming the intended 

structure, instead, excluding the mutated B-chain and forming the AAA homotrimer.  

Conclusions. Our system illustrates the possibilities for systems to self- assemble into the 

correct composition and register while still having highly disrupted local structures. This 

reinforces the robustness of the design principles, and the flexibility of the axial charge 

pair in heterotrimer collagen mimetic peptide design. These systems are limited, 

however, by the equilibrium conditions at which the heterotrimer folds. If the energetic 

benefit of triple helical folding is not high enough the ratio between the monomer and 

folded state can be unfavorable, especially in cases where the designed sequence 

incorporates severely destabilizing mutations.  

These interactions can be used to design a wide variety of disease models or 

models of the active binding sites in collagens. On-going investigations are working to 

incorporate natural guest sequences surrounding a mutation into similar register-specific 

AAB-type triple helices. These systems will more closely mimic clinical phenotypes and 

can also examine the effect of rigidity vs flexibility of the guest region, which may 

exacerbate or mitigate the disruption of the mutation.29,30 Several binding sites, including 

the integrin-binding site FOGER, are known to have OI mutations that may interfere with 

binding and regulation. In future investigations, incorpo- ration of natural type I collagen 

guest sequences could be incorporated to better examine how these mutations affect the 

presented face of the active site and disrupt binding and local structure.  

Experimental. 

Peptide Synthesis. Peptides were prepared using standard solid phase synthesis utilizing Fmoc-

protected amino acids. The solid phase support was a low loading (0.37 mmol/gram) rink amide 

MBHA resin to give the C-terminally amidated product. A 25% by volume piperidine solution in 

dimethylformamide (DMF) was used for Fmoc- deprotection cycles, and coupling cycles were 

performed with 2-(1H- 7-azabenzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyl uronium hexafluorophos- 
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phate methanaminium (HATU) and diisopropylethylamine (DiEA). For cycles that incorporated 

an 15N isotopic label, reagents were combined in the ratio 1:2:2:3 (resin/amino 

acid/HATU/DiEA); for all other cycles, the ratio used was 1:4:4:6. Acetylation at the N- 

terminus was completed with a 1:8:4 mixture of resin/acetic anhydride/DiEA in 

dichloromethane; this step was performed twice. Cleavage from the resin was performed for 3 h 

using 1,2- ethanedithiol/H2O/triisopropysilane (1:1:0.4) in 20 mL of trifluoro- acetic acid (TFA). 

The reaction mixture was then drained and the TFA removed by rotary evaporation under 

reduced pressure. When less than 5 mL solution remained, ice-cold diethyl ether was used to 

precipitate out the crude peptide. The peptide was centrifuged to obtain a pellet; this step was 

repeated two times using 100 mL of diethyl ether to further remove TFA.  

Peptide Purification. After drying overnight the crude peptides were dissolved in deionized 

water and purified by reverse phase high- pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). Peptide 

molecular weights were confirmed with electrospray ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 

(ESI TOF-MS) (Figures S1−S7) and lyophilized to give the purified peptide.  

Sample Preparation. The lyophilized powders were dissolved in autoclaved deionized water to 

prepare stock solutions. From these solutions NMR samples were prepared by dilution to a final 

concentration of 3 mM in 9:1 H2O/D2O in a 10 mM PO4 buffer. Circular dichroism (CD) samples 

were prepared to a final concentration of 0.3 mM. All samples were annealed for 15 min above 

80 °C, allowed to cool to room temperature, and equilibrated for 1 week at room temperature, 

followed by 1 week incubation at 4 °C. CD wavelength and melting spectra were used to confirm 

peptide folding for each sample before NMR samples were measured.  

NMR Spectroscopy. All TOCSY, 1H,15N-HSQC, and 1H,15N- NOESY-HSQC experiments were 

performed on a Varian spectrom- eter of 800 MHz containing a cryogenic probe. The nitrogen 

carrier frequency was set at 110 ppm, while the proton carrier frequency set to the water signal. 

All experiments were performed at 10 °C. Chemical shift assignments of residues were made 

using TOCSY spectra. For TOSCY spectra 1120 × 512 complex points and 128 scans were 

acquired; the mixing time was 85 ms and sweep width 12 kHz in both dimensions. The 1H,15N-

HSQC were collected with 1040 × 256 complex points for a total of 16 scans. A sweep width of 

10 kHz in the proton and 2432 Hz in the nitrogen dimension was used. To compare relative peak 
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volumes of folded and unfolded states, for each 1H,15N-HSQC of an AAB′ heterotrimer the total 

peak volume was set to 1. Because of the difference in the relaxation rate of the monomer and 

folded helix no quantitative relationship between the populations can be determined from this 

ratio, but a general comparison between the mutation types may be made. A 2D version of the 

3D 1H,15N- NOESY-HSQC was collected with 100 ms mixing time, 64 scans, 1200 × 256 

complex points; the spectral window was 12 kHz in the direct dimension and 12 kHz for the 

indirect dimension. 15N relaxation experiments were performed on 3 mM samples as previously 

described on a 500 MHz Varian spectrometer.19 Data was processed and analyzed using NMR 

draw, and ccpnmr processing suites.20,21  

CD Spectroscopy. Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were collected on a Jasco J-810 

spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier temperature controller. Ellipticity measurements were 

performed between 190 and 250 nm to characterize helical secondary structure of the samples. 

The maximum wavelength recorded in this region was then selected to be monitored between 5 

and 85 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/hour. The first derivative of this experiment was calculated 

using a Savitzky-Golay smoothing algorithm, and the melting temperature was assigned to the 

minimum(s) detected. The molar residue ellipticity (MRE) value was calculated with the 

following equation, where θ represents the experimental ellipticity in millidegrees, m is the 

molecular weight of the triple helix (g/mol), c is the peptide concentration (milligrams/milliliter), 

l is the path length of the cuvette (cm), and nr represents the total number of residues in the triple 

helical system. MRE = (θ × m)/(c × l × nr × 10).  

Molecular Modeling. From NMR studies, specifically 1H,15N- NOESY-HSQC, constraints were 

created for the folded heterotrimers (available in Supporting Information, Tables S1−S3). 

Negative constraints were also created for correlations that existed in the base structure, but not 

the mutated structure. Positive constraints were set from 0 to 4 Å and negative from 6 to 10 Å. 

These constraints were utilized in the Rosetta Relax application22,23 to generate a set of 

structures. Generated structures were assessed for compliance to the constraints. For all positive 

correlations the distances are below 5 Å, and above 5 Å for negative constraints. Samples were 

run iteratively with the best structure from the previous run used with changes to the standard 

deviation until a compliant structure was found. For constraints that were hard to satisfy, the 
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standard deviation was decreased to increase the energetic penalty for longer deviations. The 

structure with the best compliance to NMR data was selected. 
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Chapter 4: Glycine Substitutions in Collagen Heterotrimers Alter Triple Helical Assembly3 
 

Chapter Abstract. Many models have attempted to replicate the molecular structure of mutated 

triple helix in the collagen type I disease Osteogenesis Imperfecta.  However, composition and 

register control of the triple helix is complicated and requires extreme precision, especially when 

destabilizing mutations are present. In this chapter mutations are placed into a composition- and 

register-controlled AAB helix where one of the requisite glycines in the A chain of the triple 

helix is changed to serine or alanine. We see a loss of compositional control when the A chain is 

mutated, resulting in an A’BB composition which minimizes the number of mutations included 

in the triple helix. However, when both the A and B chains are mutated and no non-mutated 

peptide chains are available, the designed A’A’B’ composition is reestablished. This work shows 

the ability of the mutations to influence and alter the composition and register of the collagen 

triple helix. 

Introduction. The design of composition and register specific collagen triple helices has 

advanced allowing for more complex models of disease conditions, specifically the mutations 

found in Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI).3 As mentioned in the last chapter, OI is a disease that 

usually results from mutations of glycines in the Xaa-Yaa-Gly repeat in type I collagen. These 

mutations cause a wide range of disease phenotypes based upon the identity of the amino acid 

replacing glycine and the location of the mutation in the sequence.4, 5 From clinical data, 

experiments, and theoretical models the severity of the disease has been correlated with the size 

and charge of the substituted amino acid, specifically Ala < Ser < Cys < Arg < Glu < Asp < Val 

in order from least to most disruptive.4, 6-8 The placement of the mutation in the A chain or B 

chain also changes the severity because, in principle, two mutations are incorporated when the A 

chain is mutated, and only one when the B chain is mutated.4, 5 

Before register and composition control were available, the first OI models were homotrimers. 

Though these systems gave significant insight into glycine mutations in collagen, they cannot 

accurately account for structural and thermal disruptions found in natural heterotrimeric 

mutations. For a glycine to alanine substitution in a homotrimer the mutation is always 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!This chapter was adapted from Acevedo-Jake, A. M.*; Clements, K. A.*; Walker, D. R. 
Hartgerink, J. D. Biomacromolecules. 2017 18, 617–624.!
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incorporated into all three chains of the triple helix.9 Amongst other changes to the helix 

structure, this has been shown to result in the loss of four intermolecular backbone hydrogen 

bonds. This local disruption decreases the melting temperature, Tm, of the helix by 29 °C 

compared to the base (POG)10 sequence. Further mutations have been incorporated into a 

homotrimeric triple helix and studied with circular dichroism and NMR.9-11 In homotrimers 

generally, a mutation typically results in the loss of three to four backbone hydrogen bonds and a 

sharp decrease in thermal stability. With the development of ABC heterotrimeric triple helices 

with compositional control, mutations could selectively be made in just one or two chains. 

Previously, our lab prepared an ABC triple helix with a central AAB guest region to model 

mutations in one, two and all three chains.12 We saw that once the triple helix was mutated, 

successive mutations had a smaller impact on the stability of the helix; specifically the 

destabilization was not linear with respect to the number of mutations. However, this system 

gave no information about composition or register, and also lacked structural characterization of 

the mutation site. 

 
In the last chapter, utilizing a robust design of an AAB register and composition controlled 

triple helix, just the B chain of the triple helix was mutated to study the impact on the triple helix 

stability and structure.13 This system showed a clear correlation between the structural disruption 

and the size or charge of the substituted amino acid. Smaller uncharged amino acids exhibited 

less disruption to the triple helix than large charged amino acids. The mutations also showed an 

impact on the composition and register, where increasing size or charge of the mutated amino 

acid led to disruptions away from the desired AAB’ population. Here we complement that study 

by analyzing the impact of mutations to the A chain of AAB heterotrimers. We also examine 

systems in which both the A and B chains have been mutated. Our analysis shows the strong 

driving force for triple helices to avoid double mutations and the changes in helical composition 

that arise to accomplish this despite the loss of many stabilizing charge-pair interactions. 
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Figure 1. Sequences, compositions, and registers of peptides used. Red amino acids are 
negatively charged, and blue are positively charged. The yellow boxed glycines are 15N-
isotopoically labeled. A is the B-Ala mutant, B is A-Ala mutant which is observed to form, C is 
A-Ala mutant which was intended but is not observed to fold, and D is the 3-Ala mutant. The 
serine mutants are identical other than the substitution of alanine for serine. 
 
Peptide Design. To mimic natural OI disruptions, we used a highly stable AAB register 

controlled system as our base sequence and introduced glycine mutations.14 In order to explore 

the molecular structure of the triple helices, 15N isotopically labeled glycines are placed around 

the mutated region and also were placed N-terminally (Fig. 1) to give information on refolding. 

Additionally two different amino acid substitutions (alanine or serine) were tested. Here, systems 

with a mutation only in the A chain are called A-Ala or A-Ser depending on the amino acid 

substituted. The double mutant systems are called 3-Ala and 3-Ser. 

 
Results and Discussion. 
Base AAB Triple Helix. To improve upon the physiological relevance of OI models and gain 

better insight into natural systems, a previously designed register and composition controlled 

AAB heterotrimer was used to mimic the composition of type I collagen.14 To ease composition 

verification in our systems a single 15N-glycine label is included in the A chain and two 15N-

glycine labels in the B chain. This produces four folded 1H,15N-HSQC peaks in an AAB triple 

helix as well as a peaks each for the cis and trans conformations of the labels in unfolded single 

A or B chains (Figure S12). This is a well-folded system, shown by the high ratio of trimers to 
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monomers, and the relatively high ( > 8) relaxation values of the 1H,15N-HSQC peaks indicating 

good local stability. R1/R2 relaxation values below two typically indicate monomeric peptides 

while higher values indicate increased local rigidity of a folded helix. The CD melting spectra 

corroborates the robustness of the base heterotrimer showing a single transition at 51 °C. The 

helical twist of the base triple helix has a typical amount of variation and falls mostly within the 

range of a typical POG triple helix (Fig. S12). It does have one point outside of the range, which 

is believed to be the result of strain induced by the surrounding charge pairs.  

 

 
Table 1. NMR experimental results of the different Osteogenesis Imperfecta model systems.a 
 

 
Figure 2. 1H,15N-HSQC of the peptide systems. Black spectra are the AAB mixture. Blue is only 
the B strand used in the system. Red is only the A strand used in the system. G1-G5 denote the 
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heterotrimer present and are labeled in the same order as shown in Figure 1. A1-A3 denote the 
AAA homotrimers. M1-M3 denote the peptide monomers. B-Ala and B-Ser spectra are 
reproduced from ref. 13 for comparison. 
 
A-Chain Mutants. Like the base triple helix, the triple helices A-Ala and A-Ser are mixed at a 

2:1 ratio of A’:B and are designed to fold into an A’A’B triple helix (A’ indicates the mutated 

version of the A peptide) composition and register. As seen for the base triple helix, this 

composition should yield four peaks in the trimer region of the 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum 

corresponding to the four different isotopic labels in the trimer (Fig. 1). Instead however, the 

NMR showed five distinct trimer signals of equal volume for both the A-Ala and A-Ser cases, 

labeled G1-G5 in Fig. 2. In our labeling scheme, these five peaks can only appear if the 

composition has been altered from the intended A’A’B composition to an A’BB composition. 

One peak represents the label in the A’ chain, and the B chains each contain two 15N labels. (Fig. 

2). While type I collagen is quite long(~1000 residues) our shorter 30-mers are not able to 

compensate for the local disruption that would be induced by two glycine mutations in the A 

chain, and instead preferentially form the A’BB composition. Our results suggest that the 

energetic barrier needed to compensate for two A chain mutants outweighs the stabilization that 

the A’A’B system could produce by folding; in this manner natural systems may also be affected 

and suffer from poor folding equilibria. 

 

 
Table 2. Results of the modeling experiments.a  
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Figure 3. Interactions in (a,b) B-Ala,13 (c,d) A-Ala, and (e,f) 3-Ala. (a,c,e) Models of the 
mutation site. Yellow amino acids are the mutated alanines. The red chain is the leading strand, 
the green chain is the middle strand, and the blue chain is the lagging strand in the triple helix. 
Hydrogen bonds are shown in the yellow dashed lines. (b,d,f) Schemes of the interactions found 
in the models. Blue dotted lines are expected backbone hydrogen bonds that are formed in the 
final model. Green dotted lines are expected charge pairs that are formed in the final model. Red 
dotted lines show expected interactions that are not formed in the final model. Purple dotted lines 
are compensating interactions that appear in the final models that do not form in the unmutated 
model. Asterisks denote the isotopically labeled glycines. R1 denotes a lysine side chain, R2 
denotes a glutamic acid side chain, and R3 denotes an aspartic acid side chain. 
 
A-Ala. A-Ala melted at 34 °C, making it much less stable than the base Tm of 51 °C, but also 

more stable than a previously reported B-Ala triple helix which melted at 30.5 °C (Table 1, Fig. 

S11). Both A-Ala and B-Ala have disrupted equilibria, as seen by the higher ratio of monomer to 

heterotrimer than in the base system. However, the A-Ala A’BB helix that folds has only five 

highly stabilizing charge pairs while the B-Ala AAB’ helix has seven that form (Table 2). The 

increase in melting point is in contrast with the relaxation values (R2/R1) for the isotopic labels 

(7.7, 8.9, 11.9, 7.8, and 6.0) (relaxation values are in order from leading to lagging chain) which 
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are also lower than both the base system and B-Ala, indicating A-Ala is a less ordered helix and 

is likely to have a more disordered conformation around the mutation (Table 1). Commonly, 

relaxation values are used to measure the quality of triple helical folding, and it is intuitive to 

assume that a well-folded helix would have a higher melting point than one with lower relaxation 

values. However, we see the opposite, where our less well-folded helix A-Ala has a higher 

melting point than our better-folded helix, B-Ala. This suggests that the melting point is not 

comprehensive in accessing the quality of a triple helix, and other methods such as NMR and 

molecular modeling must be used. 

 
A model was created of the A-Ala A’BB heterotrimer utilizing constraints from NMR. When 

compared the B-Ala AAB’ model, the A-Ala A’BB model has four more formed backbone 

hydrogen bonds, but two less formed axial charge pairs as shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2. This 

again is surprising because, the more disordered helix, according to the relaxation values, has 

more backbone hydrogen bonds formed. However, looking at the helical twist of the mutated 

triple helices gives additional insight to this issue. The helical twist is the angle (in degrees) that 

the triple helix rotates from one cross section to the next (see supporting information and 

experimental procedures for a detailed description). For a general (POG)10  triple helix the helical 

twist varies between approximately 95-115 ° from one cross-section to the next. In the B-Ala 

case (Fig. 5) the helical twist varies more dramatically with values from 70 to 130 ° with many 

swings from smaller to much larger angles. This shows a helix with a tightly twisted cross-

sections (larger angle) adjacent to loosely twisted (smaller angle) cross-sections. However, while 

the A-Ala case has variation, it is primarily to a larger angles near the mutation site. We propose 

that the tightly twisted region around the mutation site allows the triple helix to compensate for 

the steric effects of the mutation, while the B-Ala case is more constrained by formed axial 

charge pairs. These charge pairs force the variation in helical twist, resulting in a triple helix with 

more interactions, but which is more constrained and relatively inflexible.  These systems show 

the demands of charge pair formation to the triple helix, as well as the flexibility needed to 

compensate for a glycine mutation. 

 
A-Ser. A-Ser melted at 30 °C, similar to the B-Ser triple helix that melted at 29.5 °C, and B-

Ala at 30.5 °C. The similar melting point is surprising because in the models B-Ala and B-Ser 

have formed seven and six highly stabilizing charge pairs, respectively, while B-Ser has only 
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formed five. The relaxation values of the 1H,15N-HSQC peaks the in the A-Ser spectrum were  

similar to the A-Ala cases, suggesting a moderately disordered helix. These relaxation values are 

lower than the B-Ala and B-Ser, suggesting a less ordered helix with a similar melting point. 

When comparing the A-Ser and A-Ala spectra, much less A-Ser was seen to fold by NMR with a 

relative volume of 0.18 trimer, suggesting this mutation affects not only the structure and 

composition of the assembled peptide, but also negatively influences its folding equilibria (Table 

1). 

 
A-Ser was also modeled using constraints from NMR. The A-Ser A’BB helix was similar to 

the A-Ala A’BB helix with one lost hydrogen bond and five axial charge pairs formed (Table 2). 

However, A-Ser had additional hydrogen bonds formed that were not present in A-Ala, three of 

which were between the serine OH side chain and the peptide backbone (Fig. 4). These 

additional interactions stabilize the triple helix, but also constrain the area around the mutation. 

This can be seen when comparing the A-Ser and A-Ala helical twist, where the unconstrained A-

Ala has one increase to 130° and quickly returns to normal within three cross-sections, however 

the slightly more constrained A-Ser has a more diffuse tight twist region that extends up to 125°, 

but stays elevated and more variable for six cross-sections. This more constrained area around 

the mutation would make it more inflexible, leading to the observed lower melting point of 29.5 

°C, compared to A-Ala at 34.0 °C. 
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Figure 4. Interactions in (a,b) B-Ser,13 (c,d) A-Ser, and (e,f) 3-Ser. (a,c,e) Models of the 
mutation site. Yellow amino acids are the mutated serines. The red chain is the leading strand, 
the green chain is the middle strand, and the blue chain is the lagging strand in the triple helix. 
Hydrogen bonds are shown in the yellow dashed lines. (b,d,f) Plots of the interactions found in 
the models. Blue dotted lines are expected backbone hydrogen bonds that are formed in the final 
model. Green dotted lines are expected charge pairs that are formed in the final model. Red 
dotted lines show expected interactions that are not formed in the final model. Purple dotted lines 
are compensating interactions that appear in the final models that do not form in the unmutated 
model. Asterisks denote the isotopically labeled glycines. R1 denotes a lysine side chain, R2 
denotes a glutamic acid side chain, and R3 denotes an aspartic acid side chain. 
 
Triple Mutant Helices. Unlike A-Ala and A-Ser, 3-Ala and 3-Ser fold into the designed A’A’B’ 

composition and register triple helix. Both have four peaks of equal volume in the 1H,15N-HSQC 

indicating four distinct isotopic labels in the trimer (labeled G1-G4) as expected in the A’A’B’ 

triple helix and analogous to the base system. These systems, however, are significantly less 

stable and less ordered than the base triple helix, having melting points of 19 °C and 18 °C 

respectively. This is lower than either A-Ala or A-Ser, and have the lowest melting point of any 

of the peptides investigated (Table 1, Fig. S11). 
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3-Ala. 3-Ala has relaxation values (5.3, 2.4, 3.0, and 4.5) below that of A-Ala (7.7, 8.9, 11.9, 7.8, 

and 6.0), and substantially lower than the base triple helix, indicating a very disordered region 

around the mutation. Additionally there is significantly less helical population compared to the 

monomer (0.19 vs. 0.81), lower even than A-Ala (Table 1). 3-Ala also appears to adopt a second 

minor register as evidenced by the presence of an additional set of triple helix peaks in the 
1H,15N-HSQC (Fig. 2). There are a number of possibilities for the alternate register, but because 

of low folded populations and overlapping chemical shifts, further characterization was not 

possible. 

 
The model of the 3-Ala A’A’B’ helix was surprisingly well-folded considering this helix must 

incorporate three mutations, with only one lost hydrogen bond, and nine formed charge pairs.  

The lost hydrogen bonds and charge pairs are in the mutated region, which suggests a local 

disruption that compensates for the mutations. The helical twist of A-Ala agrees with this 

hypothesis with a shift towards larger twist angles, up to 130°, around the mutated region 

extending for five cross-sections. This suggests a perturbed and inflexible helix that has 

difficulty compensating for the three mutations, leading to the low melting point. 

 
3-Ser. 3-Ser also retained composition and register control to form the A’A’B’ triple helix and 

also showed a drop in relaxation values (8.3, 4.8, 5.3, and 5.8) when compared to A-Ser 

indicating greater conformational freedom (Table 1). 3-Ser had a fraction of trimer to monomer 

of 0.17 which is similar to A-Ser. This is notable because 3-Ser has three mutated amino acids 

and still is able to fold a comparable amount of triple helices as A-Ser which only has one 

mutation. In the 3-Ser A’A’B’ model, two hydrogen bonds and one charge pair is lost, similar to 

3-Ala model. However, the serine OH side chains contribute an additional four hydrogen bonds, 

between the adjacent OH groups and with the peptide backbone leading to a more constrained 

mutated region. The helical twist data also suggests a more constrained mutated region with 

values extending over 130° and under 80°, with the disruption extending over five cross-sections. 

This suggests a highly perturbed yet inflexible structure, which is compatible with the low 

melting point. 
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Figure 5. Helical twist of the peptide systems. The first (leading) chain of the triple helix is in 
red, the second (middle) is in green, and the third (lagging) is in blue. The vertical gray area is 
the mutated region, and the horizontal gray area is the range of helical twist in a POG model. The 
x axis is the cross-section of the triple helix, starting where the lagging strand joins the triple 
helix. 
 
Conclusions. The designed triple helical systems presented in this paper show that additional 

mutations in the constituent peptide strands of a triple helix result in a drop in melting 

temperature. In all cases the triple helix folding is affected by two major factors: 1) the number 

of mutations in the triple helix and 2) the stability and inflexibility conferred by axial charge 

pairs. The battle between these factors is clear in the A-Ala and A-Ser cases where the designed 

A’A’B triple helix would have ten axial charge pairs and two mutations, and nicely satisfy the 

2:1 mixing ratio; the triple helix that actually folds, however, is the A’BB triple helix, with only 

five satisfied charge pairs but also only one mutation and still a significant portion of unfolded 

single chains. The number of mutations present clearly outweighs the stabilization from charge 

pairs and therefore the mutation directs the composition of the triple helix. In contrast, the 3-Ala 

and 3-Ser systems only have mutated peptides available which forces the formation of a triple 

helix with three mutations, and the one with the most axial charge pairs, A’A’B’, forms. There is 
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no alternative system where fewer mutations could be incorporated. Despite retention of the 

designed composition and register, these are weakly folded systems with the largest amount of 

unfolded peptide. In the folded systems, the charge pairs are in direct opposition to the flexibility 

needed to incorporate the mutations. This tension leads to wild variation in the helical twist, and 

an overall inflexible and unstable region. However, when fewer formed charge pairs are present, 

such as the comparison between B-Ala and A-Ala with seven and five formed charge pairs 

respectively, some of the tension on the helix is lifted, allowing for a locally disrupted helix 

which can normalize over less cross-sections than the more constrained B-Ala helix. 

 
Experimental. 
 
Peptide synthesis. Peptide synthesis was performed on an Advanced Chemtech Apex 396 

peptide synthesizer utilizing standard solid phase peptide synthesis techniques with FMOC 

protecting groups. The peptides were synthesized on a 0.15 mM scale on Rink amide MBHA 

resin (0.37 mmol/gram loading). Deprotection cycles were carried out with a 25% piperidine in 

dimethylformamide solution. Coupling cycles employed a 1:4:4:6 ratio of resin : amino acid : 

HATU : diisopropylethylamine (DiEA). For coupling 15N-glycine isotopic labels, this ratio was 

reduced to 1:2:2:3. Acetylation at the N-terminus was performed twice with a mixture of resin : 

DiEA : acetic anhydride (1:10:5) in dichloromethane.  A standard cleavage cocktail containing 

EDT :H2O : TIPS (1:1:0.4) in 20 mL trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was performed for three hours to 

remove the peptides from the resin. The TFA was removed using rotary evaporation, and then 

the product was precipitated out with cold diethyl ether. The precipitate was pelleted using 

centrifugation and the ether wash repeated two additional times.  

 
Peptide purification. The peptides were purified with a combination of dialysis and HPLC. 

Dialysis was performed using SpectraPor tubing with a 500-1000 MW cutoff for 3 days. Then 

the solution was diluted to roughly 5 mg of peptide/ 1 mL H2O, and purified through reverse 

phase high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). HPLC was performed on a Varian 

PrepStar220 with a Phenomenex Jupiter 4μ Proteo 90 Å column. A gradient of 1% acetonitrile 

(with 0.05% TFA) in water (with 0.05% TFA) was used and the main peak was confirmed using 

electrospray ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (ESI TOF-MS). MS and HPLC spectra 
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are available in supporting Fig. S1-S6. The TFA and acetonitrile were removed via rotary 

evaporation, and the sample was frozen and lyophilized to give pure peptide powder. 

 
Sample preparation. Stock solutions of peptides were prepared with Milli-Q water and the pH 

was adjusted to 7 with sodium hydroxide.  For circular dichroism the samples were diluted to 0.3 

mM peptide with 10 mM phosphate, and for NMR the samples were prepared at 3 mM total 

peptide concentration and 10 mM phosphate. These solutions were annealed at 85 °C and 

allowed to incubate for 1 week at room temperature and 1 week at 4 °C.  

 
Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy. A Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier 

temperature controller was used to record all secondary structure spectra and thermal unfolding 

studies. Spectra were collected between 190 and 250 nm. Melting experiments monitored the 

maxima around 225 nm from 5 – 85 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/hour, and the minima of the 

first derivative of the melting curve was used to determine the melting temperature of the 

sample. The molar residual ellipticity (MRE), shown as [�], was calculated from the recorded 

ellipticity using 

[�]=(� × m)/(C × l × nr × 10)   Equation 1 
In Equation 1 � represents the ellipticity, m is the molecular weight (g/mol), c is the sample 

concentration (M), l is the pathlength (cm) and nr is the number of residues in the peptide. The 

first derivatives of the melting curves are available in Fig. S11, and the melting points are given 

in Table 1. 

 
NMR Spectroscopy. All TOCSY, and 1H,15N-HSQC and 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC experiments 

were performed on a Varian spectrometer of 800 MHz containing a cryogenic probe. The 

nitrogen carrier frequency was set at 110 ppm, while the proton carrier frequency set to the water 

signal. All experiments were performed at 10 °C. Chemical shift assignments of residues were 

made using TOCSY spectra. For TOSCY spectra 1120 x 512 complex points and 128 scans were 

acquired; the mixing time was 100 ms and sweep width 12 kHz in both dimensions. The 1H,15N-

HSQC were collected with 1040 x 256 complex points for a total of 16 scans. A sweep width of 

10 kHz in the proton and 2432 Hz in the nitrogen dimension was used. To compare relative peak 

volumes of folded and unfolded states, for each 1H,15N-HSQC of an AAB heterotrimer the total 

peak volume was set to 1. Because of the difference in the relaxation rate of the monomer and 
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folded helix no quantitative relationship between the populations can be determined from this 

ratio, but a general comparison between the mutation types may be made (Table 1). A 2D 

version of the 3D 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC collected with 100 ms mixing time, 64 scans, 1200 x 

256 complex points; the spectral window was 12 kHz in the direct dimension and 12 kHz for the 

indirect dimension. 15N relaxation experiments were performed on 3 mM samples as previously 

described on a 500 MHz Varian spectrometer.13 Data was processed and analyzed using 

NMRdraw,15 and ccpnmr16 processing suites. Additional spectra including 1H,15N-NOESY-

HSQCs and TOCSY, along with a discussion of the assignment process are available in the 

supplemental information Fig. S13-S23. 

 
Molecular Modeling. Models were created by first preparing a basic structure with the 

appropriate sequence, and expected composition and register. For the B-Ala, B-Ser, 3-Ala and 3-

Ser helices an AAB composition and register was used. For A-Ala and A-Ser an ABB 

composition and register was used. Constraints were created for the heterotrimers from their 

assigned 1H,15N-NOESY-HSQC spectrum. These constraints were used to model the 

heterotrimers using the Rosetta Relax application.17, 18 Negative constraints were created for 

situations where constraints were present in the base structure, but not the mutated structure. 

Negative constraints were not used for the three chain mutants because their initial structure 

deviated significantly from the base structure. Positive correlations were set for 0-4 Å and 

negative from 6-10 Å. Once a set of structures was created, they were analyzed for compliance to 

the constraints. Positive correlations were considered satisfied if they were below 5 Å and 

negative correlations were considered satisfied if they were above 5 Å. The most compliant 

structure was then iterated until all constraints were satisfied. If any constraints were still 

unsatisfied after multiple iterations the standard deviation of that constraint was decreased to 

increase the penalty for longer distances. The final structures presented here are compliant to all 

NMR constraints. The constraints used are available in Tables S1-S4. Images of the final models 

overlaid with the base structure are also available in Fig. S7-S10. 

 
Helical Twist. A program was written in Java with a J/Link to Mathematica19 to perform the 

twist measure calculations in this study. For each residue the coordinates of the alpha carbon 

were considered for the purpose of conducting calculations. The program was used to extract 

alpha carbon coordinates from two adjacent triads on the helical axis and perform a series of 
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transformation calculations on these coordinates. Kabsch twist values,20 calculated in a similar 

manner as previously presented,21 were obtained by first calculating the covariance matrix for 

each pair of triads, then performing a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the covariance 

matrix in Mathematica, and extracting the optimal rotation matrix according to the Kabsch 

algorithm. Values for translation and rotation were extracted from this matrix. Radius and 

displacement values were obtained from the difference of the alpha carbon coordinates and the 

centroid of the triad. Distances between the triads were obtained by taking the difference of the 

coordinates of two adjacent centroids. The tilt angle was obtained by finding the angle between 

the perpendicular vectors of each triad. The direct twist values, as reported in this paper, were 

obtained by overlaying the centroids of the two adjacent triads, tilting the second triad by the tilt 

angle found above and calculating the angle between a particular residue, the centroid, and the 

corresponding residue from the adjacent triad for each position. These methods are described 

more in-depth in the Supplemental Information. 
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Chapter 5: Control of Collagen Triple Helix Stability by Phosphorylation4 
 

Chapter Abstract. The phosphorylation of the collagen triple helix plays an important role in 

collagen synthesis, assembly, signaling, and immune response, though no reports detailing the 

effect this modification has on the structure and stability of the triple helix exist. Here we 

investigate the changes in stability and structure resulting from the phosphorylation of collagen. 

Additionally, the formation of pairwise interactions between phosphorylated residues and lysine 

is examined. In all tested cases, phosphorylation increases helix stability. When charged pair 

interactions are possible, stabilization via phosphorylation can play a very large role, resulting in 

as much as a 13.0 °C increase in triple helix stability. Two-dimensional NMR and molecular 

modeling are used to study the local structure of the triple helix. Our results suggest a 

mechanism of action for phosphorylation in the regulation of collagen, and also expand upon our 

understanding of pairwise amino acid stabilization of the collagen triple helix. 

!
Introduction. Collagen is the most abundant vertebrate protein and carries out a wide range of 

roles from imparting tensile strength in tissues such as skin, bone and blood vessels1 to 

functioning as a central organizing unit of the extracellular matrix. In many tissues collagen 

undergoes regular remodeling in which older collagen is degraded and replaced.2, 3 Remodeling 

is also a key feature of wound healing4, 5 and degradation of collagen by matrix metalloproteases 

is a critical step in the metastasis of some cancers.6 Regulation of these processes is therefore 

important in a wide range of biological functions. 

The phosphorylation of collagen has been documented for many years, and occurs by both 

intra- and extracellular regulatory proteins.2, 7-10 It is now speculated that phosphorylation plays a 

role in the processing, degrading and binding of collagens, especially for those in the 

extracellular matrix.11 Network forming collagens, short chain collagens and FACIT collagens 

have also been established as being phosphorylated.12, 13 Additionally, modification of collagen 

has been implicated in immunity, signal transduction and regulation.8,14 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!This chapter adapted from Acevedo-Jake, A. M.; Ngo, D. H.; Hartgerink, J. D. 
Biomacromolecules. 2017, accepted March 10, 2017. Doi:10.1021/acs.biomac.6b01814. 
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Peptide and Experimental Design. Most frequently in the (XYG)n collagen repeat the X and Y 

positions are proline and hydroxyproline respectively. Any single amino acid substitution in 

either of these positions decreases helix thermal stability. To elucidate factors influencing the 

folding and stability of the triple helix, past studies of collagen peptides employed the host-guest 

sequence (POG)3PYGXOG(POG)3 where X and Y indicate amino acid substitutions. Singly 

substituted peptides, when either P or O is replaced by another residue, have determined single 

amino acid propensities in collagen.15-17 It known that in collagen triple helices, the 

destabilization caused by a double substitution frequently can be predicted by simple addition of 

the destabilization caused by the individual amino acid substitutions.18 Cases in which this does 

not hold suggest stabilizing or destabilizing amino acid pairwise interactions.19 In order to 

properly assess if the doubly substituted helices contained stabilizing interactions it was critical 

to prepare and evaluate all the singly substituted peptides as well. It has been found that 

positively charged residues in the Y position and negatively charged residues in the following X 

position confer unexpectedly high melting transitions in the triple helix and these sequences are 

frequently found in natural collagen sequences.20-22 For example, the lysine-aspartate interaction 

is the strongest known pairwise interaction in the collagen triple helix resulting in a 17.5 °C 

increase in helix melting temperature over what is predicted based on the individual amino acid 

substitutions.17, 22 

Here we use this host-guest approach to determine the structure and stability of serine- and 

threonine-containing helices, as well as their phosphorylated counterparts. NMR and CD are 

used to characterize the series of peptides. In all cases, phosphorylation increases the stability of 

the triple helix, but the extent of this stabilization varies widely depending on the sequence 

context. We also examine the possibility of favorable pairwise interactions of these residues with 

a positively charged lysine in the adjacent Y position. Molecular models, guided from NMR 

constraints, visualize these interactions in the triple helix, and reveal likely mechanisms for the 

helix stability. 
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Peptide Tm ΔTPOG Tpred ΔTpred ΔTphos 
OGP 50.5     
KGP 42.0 -8.5    
OGS 44.0  -6.5    
OGPS 45.5  -5.0   +1.5 
OGT 39.5  -11.0    
OGPT 46.5  -4.0   +7.0 
KGS 36.5 -14.0 35.5 +1.0  
KGPS 49.5  -1.0 37.0 +12.5 +13.0 
KGT 30.0 -20.5 31.0 +1.0  
KGPT 38.5  -12.0 38.0 +0.5 +8.5 

 

Table 1. Triple helix melting temperatures. Peptide sequences are Ac-NH-
(POG)3P(YGX)OG(POG)3-CONH2 where YGX is indicated by the peptide name. Tm is the 
experimentally observed melting temperature determined by CD. ΔTPOG is the difference between 
the tested triple helix and the (POG)8 standard. Tpred is the melting temperature predicted from 
single substitutions. ΔTpred is the difference between prediction and the experimentally 
determined melting temperature and is an indication of the pairwise interaction energy. ΔTphos is 
the difference in melting temperature between the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated 
versions. All temperatures are in °C. 
 

 

Figure 1.!Key NMR spectra for the KGPS peptide. Panel a) shows the 1H,15N-HSQC spectra. 
Single chain monomeric peptide is indicated by M, and folded glycines are indicated by G and 
their respective chain number. Panel b) shows the amide region of the substituted phosphoserine 
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residues from the NOESY. Cross peaks indicate close proximity of PSerN-H and Lys eH atoms. 
Portions from the 15N-glycine amide region show cross peaks to backbone atoms c), correlations 
 hydrogens and proline side chains e). Correlations between 15N-glycines and unlabeled residues 
are shown in red circles.  

 

Results and Discussion. Ten peptides were prepared and characterized to determine the effect 

of phosphorylation upon triple helix stabilization. Each of these triple helices was characterized 

by circular dichroism polarimetry (CD) to determine thermal stability, indicated by melting 

temperature Tm (Table 1). Additionally, the triple helices were characterized by NMR. In NMR, 

three peaks of    equivalent volume in the 1H,15N- HSQC represent the folded population of helix 

(G1, G2 and G3 for leading, middle and lagging chain 15N-glycine), and a smaller peak is also 

observed for the unfolded monomer (Figure 1a). Using a combination of TOCSY, NOESY and 
1H-15N-NOESY-HSQC data it was possible to assign chemical shifts to the residues in the guest 

region of the peptide. Figure1 shows key NMR data for KGPS; comparable NMR data for all 

other peptides is available in the supporting information. Assignable NOEs from the NOESY 

(Figure 1b) and NOESY-HSQC (Figure 1c-e) are then used to generate an NMR-guided model 

to visualize the characteristic structure and conformation of each peptide (in particular the KGpS 

model is shown in Figure 2d). Similar analysis was performed for the X-substituted peptides and 

doubly substituted peptides; for each peptide assignable NOE peaks were tabulated (Tables S2-

S9) and used to generate models of the guest regions (Figure S1). 

 

Singly Substituted Peptides. The first four peptides examined were singly substituted 

peptides in which the canonical (POG)8 sequence contained one modification of either serine, 

phosphoserine, threonine or phosphothreonine in the X position of the XYG repeat, allowing us 

to see the effect of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation on the triple helix (Table 1). In each 

case phosphorylation resulted in an increase in helix melting temperature compared to the 

unphosphorylated helix (Table 1). In the case of serine to phosphoserine this stabilization was 

minimal: only 1.5 °C, but in the case of threonine, phosphorylation resulted in a substantial 7.0 

°C stabilization. 
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Figure 2. Conformation and intermolecular interactions of serine, threonine and phosphorylated 
versions. a) Conformation of alcohols which form an interfering hydrogen bond. b) Preferred 
conformation for serine which is prevented in threonine due to poor steric interactions. c) 
Required conformation of alcohol for lysine - phosphorylated residues to form favorable 
charged-pair interaction. d) Model of KGPS showing charged pair interactions. 

 

The NMR guided molecular models allow us to propose underlying reasons for the 

stabilization induced by phosphorylation as well as account for the differences observed between 

the serine and threonine containing peptides. First, as has previously been observed for single 

substitutions of threonine and serine, the OGT triple helix is more destabilized than OGS.20 

Though the melting temperature was previously determined by CD, no structural data was 

available on these peptides. Modeling shows that in both helices the alcohol side chain can adopt 

a conformation that allows it to form an intra-residue hydrogen bond to its own carbonyl oxygen 

(Figure 2a). This hydrogen bond is competitive with the inter-strand backbone hydrogen bonding 

that is fundamental to the stabilization of the triple helix. To avoid the formation of this 

hydrogen bond, the side chain can rotate to an alternative conformation (Figure 2b). However, 

for threonine, this alternate conformer is sterically unfavorable as the methyl group clashes with 

the ∂ protons of the C-terminally adjacent hydroxyproline, helping to explain the 4.5 °C Tm 

difference of OGT and OGS. Similar competitive intrachain hydrogen bonds have been 

previously observed in the past using (4S)-aminoproline under acidic conditions.27 

When phosphorylated, these destabilizing hydrogen bonds are no longer possible as the 

hydrogen is replaced with the phosphate group. Because the conformation of the side chain is no 

longer critical, OGPS and OGPT are brought to nearly the same melting temperatures. This results 
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in the stabilization by phosphorylation to be substantial for OGT to OGPT, and only marginal for 

the serine containing triple helix. 

 
Doubly Substituted Peptides. The second set of peptides examined aimed to determine if 

pairwise interactions of these residues with lysine could play an important role in helix stability. 

NMR and modelling of the “double substitution” triple helices KGS, KGPS, KGT and KGPT, 

investigated the local structure and possibility of interstrand interactions. 

A single lysine substitution results in an 8.5 °C decrease in triple helix melting temperature 

while a single serine substitution results in a 6.5 °C decrease. From this, the KGS triple helix is 

expected to have a melting temperature depressed by 15.0 °C. The experimentally observed 

melting temperature is depressed by 14.0 °C, and the small 1.0 °C difference between prediction 

and experiment hints that the two amino acids have little cooperative interaction. 

When serine is phosphorylated, the KGPS triple helix has a melting temperature of 49.5 °C, 

fully 12.5 °C above the expectation of the simple combination of lysine and phosphoserine and 

13 °C more thermally stable than the unphosphorylated KGS (Table 1). Notably this Tm is only 

slightly lower (1 °C) than (POG)8, and is one of the very few triple helices containing only 

natural amino acids to be comparably stable to one containing only POG repeats. 

Despite the drastic differences in Tm for KGS and KGpS peptides, the NOESY shows the guest 

regions occupy similar conformations, where the lysine and serine side chains are in close 

proximity (Figure 1b, 1d, 1e and SI Figure S6). This is seen from NOE cross-peaks between K1 

and S2/pS2 (i.e.: between lysine in the leading strand and serine or phosphoserine in the middle 

strand), and also between K2 and S3/pS3. These peaks indicate fixed proximity between the CεH 

of lysine and the serine backbone NH, and importantly, these lysine CεH’s also show crosspeaks 

to a labeled 15N-glycine. Together these two sets of NOEs fix the residues into an axial geometry, 

analogous to lysine-glutamate and lysine-aspartate interactions previously observed.17 For KGS, 

though the side chains are not charge complementary, the charged-polar hydrogen bond 

interaction is preferred. (Figure SI1e). For KGpS both the geometry and charge are favorable, and 

confer significant stabilization to the triple helix. The serine in the leading strand, S1/pS1, is not 

able to make a comparable interaction with K3 due to its lateral configuration and these residues 

are left unpaired. 
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Both of the doubly substituted threonine-containing triple helices follow their predicted 

stability closely, similar to KGS, suggesting little or no pairwise interactions. Phosphorylation of 

threonine in the context of KGT results in an 8.5 °C increase in melting temperature. Despite this 

increase, the melting temperature again only deviates from the single amino acid prediction by 

1.0 °C and implies a weak interaction between lysine and phosphothreonine. Though the NMR 

model reveals a close geometry between lysine and either threonine or phosphothreonine, the 

small difference between observed and predicted Tm show that these interactions do not 

compensate for the destabilization cause by double substitution. 

Upon initial inspection, both the KGT and KGpT models seem to suggest favorable axial 

interactions, however, closer analysis reveals that threonine introduces similar steric problem as 

seen in the singly substituted case. In order to form the stabilizing charged-pairs, the threonine 

methyl side chain is forced into an unfavorable steric clash with hydroxyproline (Figure 2c). This 

is partially relieved by a series of small changes in peptide conformation, but which counteract 

much of the stabilization derived from the formation of the charged-pair interaction. Overall, 

therefore, KGPT’s stabilization is less than that observed for KGPS, due in large part to the steric 

difficulties of threonine. NMR reveals two key differences from the KGpS system. No crosspeak 

from a LysCεH is observed between either a threonine NH or an H-15N-glycine, confirming these 

atoms are not rigidly fixed in close proximity, and corroborating with the CD data that strong 

pairwise interactions between chains is unlikely. 

The new KGpS peptide shows striking similarities to the previously characterized peptides 

(POG)3PKGEOG(POG)3 (KGE) and (POG)3PKGDOG(POG)3 (KGD). NMR analysis of all three 

helices reveals each has two strong axial interstrand interactions of similar geometry: the first 

between lysine in the leading chain and the negatively charged residue in the X position of the 

middle chain, and the second between lysine in the middle chain and the X-positioned residue in 

the lagging chain. The remaining charged residues (X in the leading chain and Y in the lagging 

chain) are unable to form stabilizing contacts and instead adopt the lateral geometry previously 

reported, which does not contribute significantly to helix stability.17 Despite the difference in the 

character and charge of the X-positioned residue (carboxylate or phosphate, with a single or 

double negative charge respectively), all three helices have comparable melting temperatures- 

KGE at 51 °C, KGpS at 49.5 °C and KGD at 48 °C. Unlike KGE and KGD which are neutrally 

charged at physiological pH, KGpS has a net excess of negative charge which may allow it to 
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interact with other macromolecules after its assembly. Finally, unlike KGE and KGD the KGpS 

interaction can be modulated, and its conferred stability can be eliminated by the removal of the 

charged phosphate group. 

In this study, we have examined only X-positioned serine and threonine and their 

phosphorylated counterparts. To properly assess the contribution of the substituted residues, it 

was necessary to prepare and characterize a total of 10 separate helices. Future studies may 

reveal new interactions or the possibility of increasing helical stability through the 

phosphorylation of Y-positioned residues. These studies will require a similar library of both the 

appropriate singly and doubly substituted helices, which do not overlap with the peptide library 

presented in this paper. 

Conclusions. Our analysis has revealed three sets of triple helices (OGT / OGPT, KGT / KGPT 

and KGS / KGPS) in which phosphorylation results in significant stabilization of the substituted 

triple helix while dephosphorylation results in the equivalent destabilization. Phosphorylation of 

threonine will generally result in a moderate stabilization of the triple helix independent of the 

sequence. In contrast, phosphorylation of serine provides little stabilization unless it is paired 

with lysine. In the context of a KGS triplet, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation create a 

stability switch in triple helix stability from moderately unstable to very stable, a change in 

melting temperature of 13 °C. In natural collagens and collagen-like proteins, such as 

complement C1q, this mechanism could control local stabilization and destabilization of the 

helix, and may substantially impact structure, protein binding and receptor activation. The KGS 

triplet is over-represented by more than 35% in collagen sequences over statistical expectation 

while KGT, SKG, and TKG triplets are all statistically as expected (see supporting information 

for analysis). We also note the preponderance of KGS and threonine containing triplets adjacent 

to known collagen binding sites. The changes in helix stability brought upon by phosphorylation 

of serine and threonine are likely to be key to collagen regulation and of particular importance in 

triple helical regions with the over-abundant KGS triplet. 

Experimental. 

Peptide synthesis. Peptides were prepared as previously described.23 Briefly, solid phase 

peptide synthesis with an FMOC protecting strategy was used to obtain crude peptide. In all 

cases the glycine of the fourth triplet was isotopically labeled with 15N. The peptide was purified 
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by reverse phase high-pressure liquid chromatography and then lyophilized to give the pure 

peptide as a powder. Peptide synthesis was confirmed by ESI mass spectrometry. 

Sample preparation. Samples were prepared by dilution into 10 mM phosphate buffer to the 

appropriate peptide concentration (3 mM for NMR, 0.3 mM for CD). To anneal, the samples 

were heated for 15 minutes above 80 °C and then allowed to cool to room temperature. All 

samples were allowed to incubate for a minimum of 12 hours at room temperature before data 

collection. 

Circular dichroism spectroscopy. A Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier 

temperature controller recorded all secondary structure spectra and thermal unfolding data. 

Spectra were collected between 190 and 250 nm. Melting experiments monitored the maxima at 

225 nm from 5 – 85 °C (heating rate 10 °C/h), and the minimum of the first derivative of the 

thermal unfolding curve was taken to determine the melting temperature of the sample. 

NMR spectroscopy and Molecular Modeling. NMR data collection and analysis, and NOE-

based modeling was performed as previously described.23 All spectra were collected at 10 °C. 

Experiments were performed on a Varian spectrometer (800 MHz) containing a cryogenic probe 

and the mixing time for all experiments was set to 100 ms. Chemical shift assignments of 

residues were made using TOCSY spectra. Data was processed and analyzed using NMRdraw24 

and ccpnmr processing suites.25 Molecular modeling was performed as previously reported.23 

Through analysis of 1H-15N-NOESY-HSQC and NOESY spectra, NOEs of protons closely 

associated with the H-15N were used to generate a combination of positive (0-4 Å distance) and 

negative constraints (6-10 Å distance) (SI Tables S3-10). These constraints were then used in the 

Rosetta Relax application26 to generate models. The structure that most closely matched the 

NMR data were selected. NMR constraints for all peptides are available in the SI Tables S2-S9. 

Further details of how the computations were carried out are available in the SI. 
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Chapter 6: A Designed Synthetic Peptide to Target and Hybridize to Natural Collagen 
Type II5 
 
 
Introduction. Collagen is a ubiquitous protein found in all three domains of life, is the main 

constituent of vertebrate tissues where it contributes tensile strength, and imparts structure to the 

extracellular matrix.1 Despite its vast morphological and functional diversity, at the molecular 

level all collagens contain a common (XYG)n motif and are composed of three individual peptide 

chains that coil around a central axis to give rise to a right-handed triple helix.  

Because of the unusual structure of the triple helix, collagen-mimetic peptides are 

uniquely situated to target and hybridize to natural collagens. Very recently much exciting 

progress has been made in this direction. Previously, it has been shown that generic (POG)n 

sequences bind to natural collagen ex vivo,2,3 an interaction that is improved upon when the 

natural collagen is weakly folded.4 Targeting CMPs have also been conjugated to nanoparticles 

to bind to and remove gelatin,5 as well as conjugated to cytoactive factors to improve wound 

healing.6 Even a library of extremely short di-, tri- and tetra-peptides only reminiscent of the 

collagen triplet has been shown to effect a biological response, and has been employed to slow 

the invasion of streptococci and enterococci in human and bovine dentine.7 

 Most notably of these studies was one in which a central glycine in a (POG)n sequence 

was modified to contain a photo-active nitrobenzyl group on its backbone amide.8 This ‘caged’ 

peptide was unable to fold because of the bulky substituent, but upon irradiation with UV-light 

the nitrobenzyl group was removed and ‘freed’ the peptide for binding. The collagen peptide 

then associates with vulnerable disease-associated collagens, which are partially denatured or 

undergoing continuous remodeling. 

To date, no reports exist that detail selective hybridization of a CMP with a specific 

desired collagen, or hybridization of a synthetic collagen peptide in healthy tissue; all previous 

reports have involved either partially denatured or disease-associated collagens and have 

observed general non-specific binding of the CMP to all present collagens. To overcome this 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!This work is currently being prepared for submission. A. Acevedo-Jake designed the peptide, 
and with D. Ngo synthesized and purified the peptides. NMR and CD was completed by A. 
Acevedo-Jake. A. Moore stained tissues, collected and analyzed confocal images. Animal tissues 
were prepared by A. Acevedo-Jake and A. Moore.!
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problem of specificity, we have used knowledge of stabilizing interchain charge pair interactions 

to design a peptide that will selectively bind to a natural partner strand. 

These electrostatic interactions, named axial, require favorable charge pairing between a 

Y-positioned lysine and an acidic residue in the X-position and occur between the n position of 

one chain and the n+3 position in the adjacent chain.9,10 Designs utilizing these interactions have 

been used in the past to create both register and composition specific AAB and ABC 

heterotrimers,11–13 create non-canonical offsets in the triple helix14 and promote higher order 

assembly to nanofibers15 and hydrogels.16 Though these synthetic sequences are particularly 

dense in charged residues, natural collagens may also use these favorable charge pairs to control 

chain assembly, composition and function. Here we design a synthetic peptide that exploits the 

charged regions of collagen type II and hybridizes selectively with the targeted collagen type. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Design of TC2 targeting peptide. 
 
 

 
Table 1. Peptide names and sequences. The bold underlined amino acid represents an 15N-
glycine isotopic label. 
 
 
Design of Synthetic Targeting Peptide. From the full natural collagen sequences, much shorter 

(30-60 amino acid) sequences were selected that contained a high number of both Y-positioned 

lysine residues and X-positioned acidic residues. These regions were additionally scanned for 

close proximity (within ~12 residues) to interruptions in the XYG collagen repeat and also for 

residues with destabilizing propensities in collagen (i.e. tyrosine, glycine, and phenylalanine). 

Name Collagen Type
Col2 natural type II 
TC2 type II targeter

tamTC2 fluorescent type II targeter

GPLGPKGQTGEOGIAGFKGEQGPKGEOGPAGPQGAOGPAGEEGKRGARGEOG
GPOGDKGDOGPOGPKGPOGDKGPOGDOGPOGPOGPKGPKGPDGDKGPOGPOG

TAMRA-GGG-GPOGDKGDOGPOGPKGPOGDKGPOGDOGPOGPOGPKGPKGPDGDKGPOGPOG

Sequence
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From these shorter sequences targeting peptides were designed to hybridize with the natural 

collagen and ‘outcompete’ a single strand of the triple helix (Figure 1).  

To design a synthetic mimic, two repeats of the homotrimeric collagen 2 sequence were 

selected and aligned with a generic (XYG) collagen repeat (Figure 1). From this chain 

arrangement X and Y positions were replaced in the synthetic strand to maximize the number of 

charged interchain pairwise interactions, where the n lysine in Y forms an axial contact with an 

n+3 located acidic residue in the X position.  Because it is less destabilizing in collagens than 

glutamate, aspartate was the only acidic residue utilized in the synthetic strands, though K-E 

charge pairs were possible in our system. After placing complementary charged residues, the 

remaining X and Y locations in the targeting peptide were replaced with proline and 

hydroxyproline, the most stabilizing natural amino acids when paired together. This approach 

produced a designed peptide that was then scored against the natural sequence to confirm a 

higher number of possible charge pairs in the natural:synthetic system versus the natural:natural 

system.  

This same process as above was repeated with altered chain arrangement. These three 

synthetic mimics were then aligned, examined for homology and a single ‘composite’ peptide 

was generated (Table 1). When finalizing the composite, residues conserved in all three 

generated peptides were maintained in the final target peptide. Next, residues in identical 

positions in at least two of the strands were selected for the final target peptide. Finally, two 

additional changes were added. In the second triplet an aspartic acid was added to 

electrostatically pair with the unpartnered lysine in the leading chain second triplet of the natural 

sequence. Three more charged residues were also added, one each to triplets 15, 16 and 17; it 

was hoped these residues would help quench and complement the unusually charge dense natural 

sequence, which can form few axial interactions. The final designed:natural hybrid was then 

scored against the natural system, and found to have more stabilizing interactions possible.  

After finalizing the base sequence (Table 1), two versions of the targeting peptide were 

prepared. The first was acetylated, amidated and contained an NMR active 15N-glycine label; the 

second was amidated, and contained an additional N-terminal 3 glycine spacer capped by the 

fluorescent dye TAMRA for visualization in tissue sections. The interaction of the natural and 

designed peptides was confirmed first through CD and NMR and secondly by confocal 

microscopy. 
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Figure 2. CD spectra of the peptides. Shows the thermal unfolding a) and first derivative b) of 
Col2 alone (blue), TC2 alone (red), and the 2:1 mixture of Col2:TC2 (black). c) Shows the first 
derivatives of the Col2:TC2 mixtures with ratios of 2:1 (black), 1:1 (orange) and 1:2 (blue). 
 
 

 
Figure 3. 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of the peptides. Red trace shows Col2 alone, blue trace shows 
TC2 alone and the black trace shows the 2:1 mixture of Col2:TC2. 
 
Results and Discussion.  

CD and NMR Characterization. CD analysis of the natural sequence Col2 confirms it is 

weakly helical, commensurate with the local sequence which was chosen to be partially folded 

because of a low imino acid content. A melting transition of 12.5 ºC demonstrates its low 
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stability. The synthetic TC2 peptide, however, has a high imino acid content, and when alone 

forms a triple helix with a transition at 42 ºC. When mixed in a 2:1 (Col2:TC2) with the natural 

partner strands it was designed to accompany, however, this Col2 preferentially forms the lower 

stability hybrid Col2:TC2 heterotrimer (28 ºC) over the thermally more stable homotrimer. Even 

an improper 1:1 ratio allows for the desired hybrid population, though there is an excess of 

“unsatisfied” unfolded Col2 peptide and a roughly equal population of designed homotrimer. 

Further altering the ratio to 1:2 pushes the equilibrium solely to TC2 homotrimer; the intended 

interchain interactions cannot compensate and so cannot “rescue” the natural strand Col2 into the 

desired Col2:TC2  heterotrimer.  

NMR characterization of the isotopically labeled natural and synthetic sequence also showed 

strong association between the two peptides when mixed together. 1H,15N-HSQC spectra indicate 

unfolded monomer and folded helix, and can be used to identify distinct populations in solutions. 

The spectra of the natural Col2 peptide (Figure 3) shows only unfolded monomeric peaks 

corresponding to the cis and trans conformations of the strand. By 1H,15N-HSQC, the TC2 

peptide shows both a large monomer peak as well as two peaks of 2:1 ratio that represent the 

folded TC2 homotrimer. The 2:1 combination of Col2:TC2 peptide shows both the monomer 

peaks of Col2 as well as new peaks corresponding to the hybrid heterotrimer (Figure 3). Two 1:1 

equivolume peak, as well as a third trimer peak represent the main population of folded 

heterotrimer. The additional peak volume and peak may represent an alternate chain arrangement 

of the heterotrimer.  
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Figure 4. Confocal imaging in demineralized rat knees and spines. DAPI (blue) stains cell nuclei 
and red results from the flurophore TAMRA and indicates co-localization with natural collagen 
2. Top panels a) c) e) and g) show staining of tam-TC2; bottom panels b) d) f) and h) show 
staining of a collagen 2 antibody. a) and b) at the tibia-femur interface; c) and d) in the cartilage-
rich epiphysis; e) and f) crimped collagen fibers in an intervertebral disc; g) and h) show 
collagen type II fibers of the annulus in the intervertebral disc. 
 
 
Confocal Microscopy Imaging. Cartilage contains a high percentage of water to allow for 

smooth articulated motion, and its structure is partially maintained through an inter-tangled 

network of proteoglycans and type II collagen. This collagen serves as a particularly attractive 

target because of its high amount of charged residues and its homotrimeric composition, as well 

as its sequence, which incorporates several triplet disruptions that will putatively cause local 

helical instability and improve chances of synthetic strand infiltration. Additionally, in the body 

type II collagen is restricted solely to cartilage, found only in joint interfaces and in the trachea. 

Using confocal microscopy, we tested our type II mimic’s ability to stain natural type II collagen 

in rat knee and spine tissue. A collagen 2 antibody was run as a control to our fluorescent 

peptide.  

Figure 4a and b show the interface of the tibia and femur, tissues that are lined with 

articular cartilage. The collagen lining the lacuna where the chrondrocyte are located is clearly 

visible. These cells are responsible for secreting and maintaining the cartilaginous matrix; for 

tam-TC2 staining is particularly dense at the periphery of these lacuna and in some instances it is 

possible to see staining connecting distinct lacuna. The meniscus, also visible in this section, 
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mediates the interaction between the femur and tibia, and is composed more of crimped 

fibrocartilage than the smooth articular cartilage at the joint surfaces. This stiff cartilage type is 

used to aid in movement, act as a shock absorber and help preserve the integrity of joint 

interfaces and is composed of thick, compacted bundles of collagen fibers. This crimping is 

clearly visible in the tam-TC2 case, and not obvious for the collagen 2 antibody stain. 

The epiphyseal growth plate is a tissue located at the terminal ends of long bone, and 

because of its high cartilage content stains particularly well and strongly (Figure 4c and 4d). 

Similar to articular cartilage, chondrocytes secrete collagen type II to form a dense surrounding 

matrix. In both the antibody and synthetic peptide staining this matrix is apparent enclosing cell 

nuclei. Despite the high collagen content, the collagen 2 antibody did not stain this tissue as well 

as the synthetic peptide, and the red stain is more diffuse. 

Spinal cartilage, found in intervertebral discs, is largely fibrocartilage and so has many 

bundled and crimped collagen fibers. For both the antibody control and tam-TC2 this crimping is 

clearly visible (Figure 4e and 4f). Finally in Figure 4g and 4h, the fibers of the annulus in the 

intervertebral discs are apparent. Again the synthetic tam-TC2 staining shows more fine detail 

than in the collagen 2 antibody. These set of staining experiments confirm the ability of our TC2 

sequence to target cartilaginous type II collagen, and in some cases our peptide is able to reveal 

more detailed tissue architecture than the antibody. 

Conclusions. Our synthetic peptide behaves with comparable activity to a commercially 

available collagen II antibody, and we can successfully selectively target cartilage collagen in 

multiple tissues types and locations. This hybridization, governed by interchain charged 

interactions, is further confirmed through CD and NMR spectroscopy and corroborates the 

specificity seen in confocal imaging. 

To date, all past reports using CMPs to target natural collagens have been limited to 

collagens that are damaged, partially denatured, undergoing high amounts of remodeling or are 

associated with a disease phenotype. With this report, we show it is possible to target healthy 

collagen-based tissues as well. Our results demonstrate how the native sequence of a designed 

collagen-like peptide can control its ability to hybridize to its natural partner in a complex 

environment. Unlike past reports, we are able to exploit primary sequence using an 

understanding of pairwise side chain interactions to create a material that will hybridize 

selectively with its intended target. Given the scope and breadth of the collagen superfamily, 
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future biological applications will require “smart” mimetic materials capable of discerning 

between the 28 known natural collagen isoforms.  

 

Experiemental. 

Peptide Synthesis. All peptides were prepared through solid phase synthesis with a MBHA 

Rink-amide low loading (0.37 mmol/g) resin to give C-terminally amidated products. All amino 

acids employed were N-terminally FMOC protected, and coupling cycles were achieved in a 

1:4:4:6 ratio of resin:FMOC-amino acid:HATU:DiEA; when 15N-glycines were incorporated this 

was reduced to a 1:2:2:3 ratio. Deprotection was performed with a mixture of 25% piperidine in 

dimethylformamide. For fluorescently labeled peptides, an additional spacer of three glycines at 

the N-terminus separated the fluorophore TAMRA from the collagen-like sequence. TAMRA 

was added in an overnight coupling cycle using 1:1:1:1 resin:fluorophore:DIC:HATU in DMF. 

Peptides were cleaved in 18.5 mL of trifluoroacetic acid using a cleavage cocktail containing 

water, TIS and EDT. The TFA was removed under reduced pressure by rotary evaporation until 

~5 mL reaction mixture remained. A large excess of ice-cold diethyl ether precipitated out the 

peptide, and the crude was collected as a pellet after centrifugation and left to dry overnight.  

Peptide Purification. Crude peptides were dissolved in milliQ water and dialyzed for two 

nights, with the dialysis water being replaced several times a day. After dialysis the peptide 

mixture was filtered through a 0.2um frit and further purified on a VarianPrepStar reverse phase 

HPLC. A 1% gradient of water (0.2% TFA) to acetonitrile (0.2% TFA) was used to collect the 

main peak, and peptides were verified through ESI-MS TOF (HPLC traces and MS spectra 

available in the supporting information). The purified HPLC fractions were then dialyzed again 

overnight to remove TFA and acetonitrile, then frozen and lyophilized to give the purified 

powder. 

Sample Preparation. The purified peptide was dissolved in deionized autoclaved water to give a 

stock solution, and all samples were made from dilution from their original stock. CD samples 

(0.3 mM peptide concentration in 10 mM PO4) and NMR samples (3 mM peptide concentration 

in 9:1 mixture of H2O:D2O in 10 mM PO4) were heated above 80 C for 15 minutes and allowed 

to cool slowly to room temperature. CD and NMR samples were equilibrated at room 

temperature for 1 week, then placed at 4 C for 2 weeks before data collection. 
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CD Spectroscopy. CD data was collected on a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter equipped with a 

Peltier temperature controller. Wavelength spectra were acquired between 180 – 250 nm to 

determine the triple helical maxima located near 225 nm. The samples were then melted from 5 – 

85 C at a 10C/h heating rate to determine the thermal stability of the sample. The Tm melting 

temperature was determined as the minimum of the derivative of the melt data.  

NMR Spectroscopy. All NMR spectra were collected on a 600 MHz Varian with a cryoprobe. 

Data was collected at 5 C for all samples. HSQC spectra had 100 ms acquisition time, 7196 Hz 

in the direct dimension, 1519 Hz in the indirect dimension. Square Cosine bell window functions 

were used as apodization functions, and the data were zero-filled to the next power of two in 

both dimensions. Drift and baseline corrections were applied when necessary. 

Staining. Prior to staining tissue sections were de-paraffinized and rehydrated through xylene 

and ethanol washes, and then boiled for 20 minutes in a sodium citrate buffer (10 mM sodium 

citrate, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 6.0). After cooling to room temperature, 0.5% Triton-X in HBSS 

was applied for 5 minutes, the slides then rinsed with HBSS and then blocked with 1% bovine 

serum albumin in HBSS for 30 minutes. The collagen 2 antibody (Abcam ab34712) was 

prepared at a 1:150 dilution. The collagen targeting peptide was prepared from an intial 1.8 wt% 

stock; 1 ul of this stock was added to a 1.78 ml 1% BSA solution, and 1:5 dilution of this 

peptide:BSA solution used for staining. After application, the antibody and fluorescent peptide 

were incubated overnight at 4 C. The next morning the slides were rinsed with HBSS, and for the 

antibodies the secondary antibody was applied and allowed to incubate for 1 hour at room 

temperature (secondary antibody at 1:500 dilution, Anaspec, 28175-05-TAMRA, Goat anti-

Mouse). Finally the slides were rinsed with HBSS and coverslips mounted with DAPI for 

confocal imaging. 

Tissue Preparation. Knees and spines from healthy rats were utilized for staining experiments. 

Excess tissue surrounding the joint interface was carefully removed. These tissues were then 

demineralized in 10% acetic acid for a minimum of 10 days. The tissues were then fixed in 10% 

formalin for 48 hours, and dehydrated through a series of alcohol washes (50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 

95% and 100%) each for 24 hours. The tissues were then oriented and embedded in paraffin, and 

then microtome sectioned into 5 µm thick sections. 
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Conclusions and Outlook 
 
Fraying at the tips of (POG)n homotrimers 

In this project a sequential labeling scheme was used, and a single 15N-glycine moved 

along the helix backbone. This peptide library allowed only the local structure, stability and 

dynamics of the triple helix to be evaluated, and quantified the extent of helical fraying at either 

termini. Additionally, naturally and non-naturally occurring aromatic residues at the N-terminus 

were shown to destabilize this region, while a single N-terminal glycine substantially stabilized 

terminal fraying.  

A similar sequential labeling approach could be useful in future systems with high 

degeneracy and a repetitive sequence or to avoid fully labeled systems but still accomplish 

structure determination along the whole length of the triple helix. In many collagen sequences 

there are identical residues found in contiguous triplets, complicating analysis especially for 

homotrimeric systems. One important example is the collagen region in the macrophage 

scavenger receptor, which is responsible for binding to ‘bad’ LDL cholesterol and mediating its 

removal from circulation and its endocytosis by macrophages.1,2 This collagen sequence is highly 

charged, and as a homotrimer, contains 9 different lysines (PKGQKGEKG), which are not likely 

to be easily resolved by a singly labeled peptide. Instead, preparing 3-4 peptides where a single 
15N-glycine is moved along the backbone sequentially can be used to probe the local 

environment (ex. GPKGQKGEKG, GPKGQKGEKG, GPKGQKGEKG, and GPKGQKGEKG) 

and then this information from all the labeled peptides combined to generate a final structure. In 

instances when a third dimension for carbon nuclei is not required or when this third dimension 

overlaps, this approach will provide a more cost effective option with simpler analysis. 

During the folding of individual peptide strands into a folded triple helix there is one key 

NMR peak that must be observed to confirm a properly folded. In the unfolded state, the 

puckering of the proline and hydroxyproline rings are not fixed into their preferred conformation 

(endo and exo respectively). While the majority of the chemical shifts around the pyrrolidine ring 

do not reflect this change or show only a small ppm shift upon folding, the Pro�H protons are 

particularly sensitive to the change of environment brought on by endo puckering3 and may be 

used 1) to help in assignments of sequences with a lower imino acid content and 2) to confirm 

the quality and extent of folding in a localized region. Importantly, in an unfolded single peptide 

chain, or in a locally unfolded region, there will be no Pro��h peak at ~3.2 ppm. As the triple 
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helix folds and the proline residue begins to adopt the proper conformation, this new ~3.2 ppm 

peak not observed in the unfolded state appears. This new chemical shift arises specifically from 

the endo conformation of proline residues alone; this Pro�H atom, because it is located in the 

interior of the triple helix, experiences shielding and so moves to a lower ppm value. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of chemical shift changes for folded residues in a (POG)n helix vs. 

unfolded (cis and trans) conformations. Adapted from reference 3. 

 
In a well-folded stretch of a triple helix with a relative high imino acid content, the 

chemical shifts of the Pro�Hh and Pro�Hl protons can be indicative of folding and help in 

assigning the H-15N-glycine labels to their proper chains. The unique staggered structure of the 

triple helix can be used to generate a ‘map’ of expected Pro�Hh,l atoms in residues adjacent to 

the glycine label; the presence or absence of these two types of chemical shifts can help confirm 

or disprove final assignments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

residue atom folded ppm value Δppm unfolded (trans) Δppm unfolded (cis)
Gly NH 7.94 -0.66 -0.40

CαHl 3.85 -0.42 -0.19
CαHh 3.75 -0.21 0.13

Pro CαH 4.79 0.00 -0.16
CβHl 2.31 0.00 -0.17
CβHh 1.91 -0.01 -0.23
CγH2 1.96 -0.08 -0.05, 0.09
CδHl 3.52 -0.15 -0.04
CδHh 3.20 -0.41 -0.36

Hyp CαH 4.80 -0.20 0.22
CβHl 2.18 -0.19 -0.24
CβHh 2.03 -0.03 -0.10
CγH 4.63 0.02 -0.03
CδHl 3.86 -0.03 0.07
CδHh 3.75 -0.07 -0.04
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Figure 1. Using a map of Pro�Hh,l shifts for chemical assignments. Bold underlined 

glycines represent the position of the 15N-label. Red boxes indicated where expected Pro�Hh 

chemical shifts should come from, and green lettering indicates where expected Pro�Hl chemical 

shift should be. a) Shows a generic (POG)n sequence. b, c and d) show an arbitrary collagen 

sequence and demonstrate how this map may be used in assignment. In these panels the label 

residue is either in the middle chain b), leading chain c) or lagging chain d). 

 
In the structure of a repetitive (POG)n type sequence, it is possible to observe 3 Pro�Hh 

peaks surrounding the glycine label (Figure 1a). These atoms are located on proline residues that 

1) the 15N-glycine is hydrogen bonded to in an adjacent chain; 2) is located in the same helical 

cross section as the 15N-glycine; and 3) follow the 15N-glycine in the same chain. In Figure 1, 

these prolines are indicated by a red box. Conversely, only two Pro�Hl peaks can be observed by 

the 15N-glycine: 1) first in the proline in the same chain that follows the labeled residue, and 2) 

the proline in the next C-terminal cross section. This second proline will always be in the same 

chain that the 15N-glycine is hydrogen bonded to, but will be in the following triplet. These 

chemical shifts are indicated by green text (Figure 1). Therefore, in a well-folded region with a 

high imino acid content, the labeled glycine should be able to observe 2 kinds of chemical shifts 

(~3.2 and 3.5 ppm) which correspond to either three or two overlapping peaks in four different 

X-positioned proline residues.  

In Figure 1b, 1c and 1d a generic collagen sequence is shown as an example of how this ‘map’ 

can help assignments. Figure 1b, 1c and 1d show the same arbitrary sequence, where only the 

position of the 15N-glycine has changed from either the middle, leading or lagging chains 

respectively. When the label is located in the middle chain, from the sequence, only one single 

Pro�Hh peak should be present (~3.2 ppm), and no ~3.5 ppm peaks (as in this chain arrangement 

these X positions are occupied by glutamate).  
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If the label under consideration was in the leading chain instead (Figure 1c), two 

overlapping ~3.2 ppm peaks would be visible, with no ~3.5 ppm shift present (again these are 

glutamate residues in this case).  

Finally, if the label were instead in the lagging chain we would predict that no Pro�Hh or 

Pro�Hl chemical shifts would be present (Figure 1d). 

In the ideal case, each 15N-glycine will be in a unique chemical environment and appear 

at a slightly different ppm value than the other two labeled glycines. In this case three distinct 

columns could be observed in NOESY or NOESY-HSQC; that column with no ~3.2 or 3.5 ppm 

values could be immediately assigned to the lagging chain. A comparison of the peak volume of 

the ~3.2 ppm peak in the other two columns could be used to distinguish between the leading and 

middle chain label; based on the sequence and the prediction map the middle chain glycine 3.2 

ppm peak should be around twice the volume of the leading chain glycine 3.2 ppm peak. 

In assignment it is important to consider all spatial information (such as alpha hydrogens 

and NH atoms adjacent to the glycine labels), though in helices with X-positioned proline 

residues this kind of map can be used to aid and speed up assignment.  

The presence or absence of the ~3.2 ppm peak can also be used to confirm local folding 

and proper helical topology. For example, in studying mutations to the requisite glycine residue 

there is a good degree of helix unfolding and a disruption to local structure. The absence of 

expected ~3.2 ppm peaks reveals a loss of expected endo puckering and suggests a looser 

conformation with more flexibility to accommodate this disruption. 

Going forward it will be useful to do similar terminal labeling in heterotrimeric systems. 

The current study was able to quantify the localized fraying of this sequence but examined only a 

homotrimeric sequence that had no potential for pairwise interchain interactions. While it is 

useful to determine the inherent fraying propensity of a (POG)n sequence, most CMP systems 

utilize tailored sequences with the potential for charged interchain interactions.  

These strong interchain interactions will modulate the extent of terminal fraying; a 

similar labeling study will reveal whether only the two interacting chains are stabilized, or if all 

three chains can be stabilized by a single interaction. This information will be useful to assess the 

number and quality of charged pairwise interactions, and its incorporation into the Hartgerink 

helix scoring function will improve the design of future heterotrimeric systems.  
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Finally, measurement of relaxation values was used in this study to help quantify the 

stability of the label site. A relaxation ratio below 2.0 signifies a poorly folded or monomeric 

environment of the glycine label; high ratios indicate stable and well-folded triple helical 

regions. In future studies, this type of relaxation can be used as unequivocal evidence of off-set 

sticky ended helices or those with a non-canonical stagger; in this case labels in the off-set region 

should show low relaxation values. In some systems it may even be possible to show an unstable 

sticky end at low concentrations and a more stable folded environment at higher concentrations, 

which promote association between off-set structures. 

 
Composition and Register Specific Helices to Study Glycine Substitutions 

In this chapter, a previously designed single composition single register AAB 

heterotrimer was employed to study substitutions to the requisite glycine in either the A or the B 

chain. A labeling scheme was used to probe the local structure disruptions, and from NMR 

spectra a list of NOE correlations was used in the program Rosetta to guide modeling. This was 

the first report to generate models of the disruption site of a register-specific AAB heterotrimer. 

Similar to past reports, it was proven that in these systems mutations cause structural and thermal 

disruptions that can be predicted by the substituting residue; but unlike past reports it was also 

proven that these mutations also disrupt the desired or “wild type” equilibrium. To improve upon 

future design, it will be important to utilize natural sequences that contain known mutation sites.  

There are two methods that may accomplish this.  Host-guest sequences have been 

successfully and commonly used in the past for OI mutations; in these systems a host region is 

used to drive the desired composition and also provide a framework to stabilize these 

significantly destabilizing replacements. For single point mutations in homotrimers this was 

useful to establish trends related to the substituted amino acid, though these effects are over-

exaggerated by the substitution’s presence in all three chains. This approach also has been used 

with an ABC host flanking sequence, which was used to drive the AAB composition in the guest 

region. This particular “wild type” system suffered from lack of specificity because of the chosen 

flanking sequence, and a population of unwanted homotrimer was present in the final analysis.  

Improved future design will require higher specificity between the formed target state and 

the next most stable competing state. This could first be accomplished by improving the 

specificity of the host region, to ensure no other states than the desired heterotrimer form. In this 

case, residues in guest region must be known to not drive composition or register, and must 
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instead be “passive,” and not participate in any interchain interactions. Unfortunately, this 

method is likely to be successful only in a limited capacity. The passive residues, in this 

particular case, could possibly work to stabilize a competing undesired state. For this approach to 

be broadly successful, it will require balancing the specificity of the host region against the 

stabilizing (and “un-specifying”) guest region. 

A more sophisticated approach will be to combine the host and guest region. To date, 

electrostatic interactions are relatively well-understood and routinely used to drive the 

composition and register of the designed target state. A guest region with mutation sites should 

be chosen so that it contains X-positioned acidic residues and Y-positioned lysines that can 

participate in axial charge pairs. In this manner the guest region will not “un-specify” the target 

state as above, and the effects of mutations in natural sequences can be more accurately 

evaluated.  

 
Phosphorylation in Collagen 

From this study it was shown that phosphorylation increases helical stability in all tested 

cases, and also that lysine and phosphoserine are able to interact in a charged axial geometry that 

significantly stabilizes the triple helix. While similar geometries are seen for lysine -> serine, 

lysine -> threonine and lysine -> phosphothreonine, these motifs did not add to the thermal 

stability of the helix and are unlikely to have a strong cooperative interaction between the 

substituted residues. A possible interaction between arginine and either serine or phosphoserine 

was also examined. Both arginine -> serine and arginine -> phosphoserine follow the melting 

temperatures predicted from their single substitutions, and no favorable pairwise interaction was 

found between these residues. Finally, the peptide with a double substitution in the same triplet 

(guest region pSKG) was prepared. Unlike the KGpS peptide which promoted stability, the pSKG 

peptide followed its predicted melting temperature almost exactly (Tm 34 C), again giving 

evidence suggesting the lateral geometry possible does not promote stability in collagen. 

The phosphate group affords unique opportunities for study and new potential 

applications of the triple helix. This charged group may be employed in collagen-mimetic 

peptides to promote higher assembly of multiple helices, promote mineralization or alter chain 

assembly. As a reversible modification, it is possible that the body may use phosphorylation to 

control higher assembly of collagens and the extent of binding possible by other 

macromolecules. 
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Figure 2. Employing the coordination of phosphoresidues with cations to promote 

crosslinking between helices. Depending on the placement of the phospho-residue and the helix 

type several potential structures may result. In all panels the phosphoresidue is shown in red 

spheres, while the coordinating cation is indicated by a yellow circle. a) Shows a homotrimer 

with three phosphate groups while b) shows a top down view of how coordination of 

phosphorylated homotrimers can create extended networks of packed helices. c), d) and e) show 

how a single phosphate in an AAB heterotrimer could be used to create c) discrete dimers, or aid 

in promoting helices that assemble in d) a parallel or e) an anti-parallel manner. Similar 

arrangements are shown in f) and g), only utilizing ABC heterotrimers where two chains contain 

a phosphoresidue, one at either termini. g) is particularly attractive as coordination is likely to 

promote helix assembly along the long axis of collagen, and may give rise to nanofibers. 

 
With its known ability to coordinate with cations, this phosphate group may be used to 

associate multiple triple helices together. Because information on the hierarchical assembly of 

collagens is lacking, the success of this approach would provide a convenient toe-hold in 

beginning to understand helical assembly into larger well-organized morphologies. As a natural 

modification, these results could potentially reflect how the body uses this group in analogous 

fashion. The careful incorporation of this group into either homotrimers, AAB heterotrimers or 

ABC heterotrimers will allow control of the number of presented phosphate groups and which 
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“side” or “face” of the triple helix they appear. Designing these two factors into CMPs could 

potentially open pathways into forming dimers, large scale organized lattices, extended 

nanofibers, and could aid in orienting helices in a parallel or anti-parallel manner. Similarly, the 

“sides” of the triple helix could be engineered to contain both a highly charged “face” containing 

coordinating phosphates and highly aromatic or non-polar “face.” These types of orthogonal 

interactions will allow for more complex assemblies, containing a heterotypic mixture of helices 

that co-assemble together in a controllable fashion, which to date has not been possible. 

Finally, it is desirable to include this new axial interaction into the Hartgerink scoring 

function. With the present information it is currently possible to code in this interaction, though 

more detailed information to rank the known axial interactions will provide a more sophisticated 

scoring function. From several reports it has been gleaned that K-D charge pairs are more 

stabilizing, K-E charge pairs are more specific, and that R-D and R-E pairs may occasionally 

form as well. While this has been useful in a qualitative sense, and iterative design with these 

interactions can provide register-specific systems, as the known number of interactions grows it 

will be important to accurately account for the stabilization of each pairwise interaction, and if it 

has the potential to be foiled by neighboring residues. A series of simple DSC experiments could 

be used to rank these interactions, and can also account for the amount of stabilization between 

K->S conferred upon phosphorylation. Using simple host-guest homotrimers with a 

(POG)3PYGXOG(POG)3 sequence these axial interactions can be compared and re-scored with 

their obtained thermodynamic values. When in a long natural sequence or complicated collagen-

mimetic peptide, this ranking will help reveal which interactions will take priority when multiple 

pairwise interactions are possible.  

Once the axial charge pairs are ranked together it will be possible to design a system in 

which phosphorylation leads to a switch of helical register. The K->S sequence promotes no 

stability, does not have favorable pairwise interactions, and in the unphosphorylated case K->D 

and K->E charge pairs will take precedence. When phosphorylated however, this is a strong 

pairwise interaction that confers high stability on the triple helix. A careful balance of possible 

K->pS charge pairs to K->D/E charge pairs could allow for chain rearrangement that will alter 

helical register upon phosphorylation. Similarly, in natural collagens register is often ambiguous 

especially in non-fibrillar collagens. These types of collagens have higher amounts of KGS 

repeats than fibrillar collagens, and these motifs are often adjacent to triplet disruptions. The 
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reversible phosphorylation may be used in these sites to control helix registration or modulate 

local stability. This could be confirmed by studying small portions of natural collagen sequences 

that either do or do not contain this modification, and then evaluating how phosphorylation alters 

chain arrangement.  

Finally, this modification is known to be common in natural collagens, and is often 

adjacent to locally unstable regions and binding epitopes such as the FOGER sequence. In the 

same vein, the availability of binding epitopes may be examined with and without a phospho-

residue. In this case NMR can be used to evaluate helical folding and the fidelity of local 

structure, as well as local dynamics. Additionally, the activity of the unmodified and 

phosphorylated helices can be evaluated by their binding to the recognizing enzyme. If 

significant differences are observed between the two states, it is distinctly possible that this a 

regulatory mechanism used in natural collagens. 

 
Synthetic Peptides to Target Natural Collagens 

A peptide was designed to partner to a vertebrate homotrimeric collagen sequence 

through charged interstand pairwise interactions and was shown to have comparable specificity 

to a commercially available anti-body. Additionally, the designed peptide was able to out-

compete a natural strand to selectively hybridize with the cartilaginous sequence in both a 

network-forming and fibrillar morphology. Going forward it will be useful to target both other 

types of compositions (AAB and ABC) and other collagen morphologies available in vertebrate 

sequences. Additionally it will be useful to target the collagens of other organisms, such as 

invertebrates, fungi, bacteria and viruses. Many of these sequences are quite distinct from 

vertebrate collagens, and employ only a very limited range of sequence. Many of these 

sequences are instead comprised of a relatively short snippet, instead repeating many multiple 

times to generate the whole length of the sequence. Targeting these peptides may prove simpler 

than the longer more complicated vertebrate sequences. A single short peptide could be designed 

to target the repeating unit, and could potentially bind in multiple places along the repetitive 

sequence.  

  
Figure 3. Small portion of a collagen-like sequence from Streptococcus pyogenes (ATCC BAA 
595). 

DGQDGDRGEAGPAGPRGEAGPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAGPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAG!
DDDDDDDDDDDPAGPRGEAGPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAGPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAG 
DDDDDDDDDDDPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAGPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAGPAGPRGEAG 
DDDDDDDDDDDPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAGPAGPRGEAGPAGPRGEAGPAGPRGEAG 
DDDDDDDDDDDPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAGPAGPRGEAGKDGAKGDRGEAGPAG 
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Appendix to Chapter 6: Other targeting attempts 
 
In addition to the collagen 2 peptides, two other systems were examined to target types I and IV 

(a1a1a2 composition) collagen. For each system, the designed peptide and the natural strand it 

targets were prepared with a 15N-glycine label, as well as an 15N-glycine labelled version of the 

natural peptide it was designed to outcompete (for heterotrimers only). Additionally, each of the 

targeting peptides was prepared with a 3 glycine N-terminal spacer and a final N-terminal 

fluorophore (either 5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine TAMRA or 6-carboxyfluorescein CBF). 

Each system was examined by NMR and CD to evaluate binding of the synthetic peptide to the 

natural strand. Finally, each fluorophore-peptide conjugate was used to stain sections of rat tissue 

(courtesy of Dr. Amanda Moore).  

 

 
Table 1. Prepared sequences. Bold amino acids represent the location of the 15N-glycine. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. CD spectra of the collagen 4 system. 
 

Name Collagen type Sequence
TC1 type I targeter GPOGDKGDOGPOGPKGPOGDKGPOGDOGPOGPOGPKGPOGKDGPKGDOGPOGPOGPKGPOG

cbf-TC1 type I targeter CBF-GGG-GPOGDKGDOGPOGPKGPOGDKGPOGDOGPOGPOGPKGPOGKDGPKGDOGPOGPOGPKGPOG
Col1a1 type I natural GPKGNSGEOGAOGSKGDTGAKGEOGPVGVQGPOGPAGEEGKRGARGEOGPTGLOGPOGERG
Col1a2 type I natural GAKGEAGPTGARGPEGAQGPRGEOGTOGSOGPAGASGNOGTDGIOGAKGSAGAOGIAGAOG

TC4 type IV targeter GPKGPKGPOGDOGPOGPKGPOGPKGPKGDOGDOG
tam-TC4 type IV targeter TAMRA-GGG-GPKGPKGPOGDOGPOGPKGPOGPKGPKGDOGDOG
Col4a1 type IV natural GAOGLOGEKGDHGFOGSSGPRGDOGLKGDKGDVG
Col4a2 type IV natural GSKGEAGFFGIOGLKGLAGEOGFKGSRGDOGPOG

Sc4 type IV targeter scramble TAMRA-GGG-GPPGPDGPDGKOGKOGPOGPOGPDGKOGKPGKOG

Col4a1:Col4a2)2:1)
Col4a1)
Col4a2)
Col4a1:TC4)1:1)
TC4)
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Figure 2. Overlaid HSQC spectra of the collagen 4 peptides. Blue shows Col4a2 homotrimer, 

green shows Col4a1 homotrimer, orange shows the 2:1 mixture of Col4a1 and Col4a2, red shows 

the TC4 homotrimer, and black shows the 2:1 mixture of Col4a1 and TC4. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Section of rat aorta. a) shows the collagen 1 antibody control and b) shows the tam-

TC4 peptide. Blue indicates DAPI staining nuclei, and red indicates staining of the secondary 

antibody or the designed peptide. 
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Figure 4. Panorama of rat aorta with tam-TC4 staining. Red indicates co-localization of the 

peptide and natural collagen and blue shows DAPI staining cell nuclei. 
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Figure 5. Staining of rat aorta adjacent to fat cells. a) shows the collagen 4 antibody and b) 

shows the tam-TC4 peptide. Blue indicated DAPI staining cell nuclei. In a) purple indicates co-

localization of the secondary antibody with collagen and in b) red indicates co-localization of the 

TC4 peptide with collagen. 

 

 
Figure 6. CD spectra of the collagen 1 system. 
 
 
 

a)# b)#

TC1$
Col1a1:Col1a2$2:1$
Col1a1:TC1$1:1$
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Figure 7. Section of rat skin. a) shows staining with a collagen 1 antibody and b) shows staining 

with cbf-TC1. Blue indicates DAPI staining cell nuclei, and green indicates co-localization of the 

secondary antibody or the synthetic peptide with natural collagen. 

 

 
Figure 8. Section of rat knee at the femur tibia interface, mediates by the meniscus. a) shows 

staining of the collagen 1 antibody and b) shows staining of cbf-TC1. Blue indicates DAPI 

staining cell nuclei. In a) the punctate red spots indicate non-specific staining of the antibody. In 

b) green indicates the presence of collagen 1. Importantly, unlike the tam-TC2 case, this staining 

is found only on the periphery of the tissue, and cannot be seen in the actual cartilaginous matrix. 

 

a)# b)#

a)# b)#
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Figure 9. Panorama of a rat knee section at the femur and tibia interface, mediated by the 

meniscus. Blue indicates DAPI staining of nuclei, red indicates staining of tam-TC2 and green of 

cbf-TC1. Importantly, the green staining is limited to the meniscus (which is rich in the crimped 

fibrocartilage morphology) and only the very periphery of the cartilaginous tissue. Red staining 

for cartilage, however is found in a dense matrix at the tips of the long bones and also in the 

meniscus. 
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Figure 10. Section of demineralized rat femur, with the collagenous matrix remaining. a) shows 

staining with a collagen 1 antibody and b) shows staining with cbf-TC1. Blue indicates DAPI 

staining cell nuclei. In a) red indicates the location of the secondary antibody and in b) green 

indicates the location of the cbf-TC1 peptide. 

 
For comparison to our above system, the below pictures were taken from a 2013 Bioconjugate 

Chemistry publication. The peptide used in this case was TAMRA-(GPO)9. Figure text taken 

from the original publication. In the above pictures, staining of the synthetic peptides was carried 

out in the 100s of nM concentration. 

 
 
 
Citation: Li, Y.; Ho, D.; Meng, H.; Chan, T. R.; An, B.; Yu, H.; Brodsky, B.; Jun, A. S.; Yu, S. 
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Figure 11. Histological tissue staining using photo-activated caged CMPs. Fluorescent 

micrographs of fixed mouse skin (A) and cornea (B) sections probed by photo-triggered 

CFNB(GPO)9 (in green, top panels) or scrambled peptide CFSG9P9O9 (in green, bottom panels) 

and co- stained with anti-collagen I antibody (red), and DAPI (blue). The CFNB(GPO)9 staining 

revealed fine irregular collagen fibers of the dermis (A) and parallel collagen fibrils in the 

corneal stroma as well as the collagens in Descemet's membrane (arrows) (B). (C) Fluorescent 

images of paraffin embedded, demineralized mouse tibia sections stained with photo-triggered 

CFNB(GPO)9 (green, left panels) or scrambled peptide CFSG9P9O9 (green, right panels), and co-

stained with anti-collagen I antibody (red), showing prominent CMP signals and only weak non-

specific antibody signals from the collagenous bone. Concentrations of CFNB(GPO)9 and 

CFSG9P9O9 used in this study are: (A), 25 μM; (B), 2.5 μM; (C), 8 μM. (scale bars: A, 50 μm; B, 

100 μm; C, 0.5 mm). 
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Figure 12. Identification of fibrotic conditions using CMP staining. Fluorescence 

micrographs of normal and fibrotic rat liver sections (TAA and BDL) stained with photo-

triggered TAMRANB(GPO)9 (10 μM, in red) and DAPI (in blue), showing distinct 

collagen distributions in fibrotic liver models. (scale bar: 200 μm). 

 

 

 


